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ABSTRACT
The degree of accuracy in portrayals of Navajo culture at Salmon Ruins Heritage
Park and Rock Art Ranch was assessed by comparing the Navajo structures assembled at
each site to archaeological, ethnographic and historical data for traditional Navajo
construction practices. Comparison and analysis revealed different degrees of accuracy in
the portrayal of features with cultural and functional importance. Authentic practices
were presented in a historical framework to permit the temporal characterization of each
site. The aggregate of the temporal data from features at both sites was consistent with
Navajo sites of the early twentieth century. The results of this study suggest a bias in
contemporary portrayals of Navajo culture favoring the most extensively documented,
and the more recent, aspects of Navajo culture.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
State tourism departments identify cultural heritage and regional history as
important draws for visitors to New Mexico and Arizona. Many of these individuals
prioritize visiting historic sites, national parks and similar attractions during their stay
(Andereck and Ng 2006; Orr 2012). At many sites, reconstructed, rehabilitated and
preserved structures permit visitors to engage with regional culture and history in an
experiential manner. The impressions these structures convey to their audience are
created by the selection of elements considered to be representative of the culture or
period on display (Dicks 2003: 2-4).
This study focuses on the degree of authenticity among the structures assembled
to portray Navajo culture at Salmon Ruins Heritage Park in northwestern New Mexico,
and Rock Art Ranch in northeastern Arizona. Comparing the structures with the evidence
for traditional Navajo construction practices documented in historic, ethnographic and
archaeological sources furnishes a basis for assessing how authentic each portrayal of
Navajo culture is, and to what period in Navajo history it relates. This facilitates
discussion of management practices for Navajo culture heritage.
Salmon Ruins Heritage Park is operated by the San Juan County Archeological
Research Center and Library, a nonprofit organization focused on providing stewardship,
preservation and public interpretation of local archaeological resources. Rock Art Ranch
is privately operated; the proprietor works to preserve local heritage resources by
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displaying collections, providing tours, and maintaining an archaeological research
partnership with the University of Arizona. At both sites, groupings of typically Navajo
structures provide visitors with impressions of Navajo culture. The structures at Salmon
Ruins Heritage Park were built in A.D. 1990 (Salmon Ruins Museum and Research
Library 2012). The age of the structures at Rock Art Ranch is unknown; when one of its
structures was recorded in A.D. 1977, however, no other features were noted on the site
form (Keller 1977:5).
Research design and method
Understanding the range of variation in Navajo architecture is fundamental to the
formation of a model for evaluating sites based on feature attributes. The archaeological
chronology developed for Navajo culture is based on temporal, and regional, variation in
Navajo material culture and settlement patterns since approximately A.D. 1500 (Brown
1996; Dittert 1958; Hester and Shiner 1963; James 1976; Kelley 1986; Towner and Dean
1996). Navajo architecture is one of the criteria according to which sites in this scheme
are distinguished from one another. Archaeological data are the primary source of
information about the protohistoric conditions under which early Navajo features were
constructed. Analyses of more recent Navajo sites have combined historic, ethnographic
and archaeological data to identify trends in the changing Navajo construction practices
of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries (Kelley 1986, Warburton 1986). Differences
among the practices documented in these sources demonstrate the importance of local
historical factors on the Navajo architecture of different areas. These differences
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contribute to the tremendous variability which characterizes the Navajo archaeological
record in the Southwest of the past four hundred years.
Chapter Two draws on these sources of information to compile a historical
overview of known Navajo settlement and construction practices from A.D. 1500 to the
recent past. Chapter Three summarizes documented Navajo construction practices and
builds on the historical context provided by Chapter Two, emphasizing temporal changes
in architectural forms. In Chapter Four, the data recorded from structures at Salmon
Ruins Heritage Park and Rock Art Ranch are presented and analyzed according to the
information compiled in Chapters Two and Three. Chapter Five evaluates the portrayals
of Navajo culture at both sites in terms of their authenticity and the historical era
portrayed at each, discusses implications of the results for the management of Navajo
culture heritage, and offers some recommendations for the enhancement of the portrayals
of Navajo culture at each site.
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Figure 1.1. Locations frequently mentioned in the text: A) Dinétah; B) Big Bead Mesa;
C) Canyon de Chelly; D) Black Mesa; the stars mark the locations of Rock Art Ranch
and Salmon Ruins in Arizona and New Mexico, respectively. (Figure adapted from the
map created by Deborah Westfall).
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CHAPTER TWO: HISTORY OF NAVAJO SETTLEMENT
This section provides a chronological overview of changing Navajo settlement
patterns and material culture in the Southwest across more than four centuries. It provides
a historical context for the compilation of ethnographic, historical and archaeological data
related to Navajo construction practices for different feature types in Chapter Three.
The Athapaskan ancestors of the Navajo
The ancestors of the Navajo came from the north. The Navajo language belongs
to the Athapaskan language family, and linguists have demonstrated that the divergence
of Navajo and other “Southern Athapaskan” languages from a common root in western
Canada occurred between approximately A.D. 900 and 1300 (Ellis 1974:36; Hoijer
1938; Sapir 1936). However, the migration of these Athapaskan-speaking ancestors into
the Southwest remains poorly understood. The routes they may have taken and the timing
of their entry are questions that remain unresolved (Dykeman 2003:33; Wilcox 1981).
Of the explanations that have been proposed by archaeologists to describe how
and when the Athapaskans arrived in the Southwest, two pertaining to Navajo origins
have been subjects of recent debate. The first hypothesis suggests a route taken through
the Rocky Mountains, from the direction of what is today Colorado, and sets their arrival
in the Four Corners region before A.D. 1500 (Haskell 1987; Huscher and Huscher 1942).
In the second, they arrived after A.D. 1500 from the east, after crossing the High Plains
(Gunnerson 1956; Schaafsma 1996; Wilcox 1981). The similarity between the
archaeological remains of the activities of Athapaskan people and the materials left by
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groups with different origins, but similar lifestyles –in the San Juan Basin area, the Ute –
represents a significant barrier to the resolution of this issue (Brown 1996; Schaafsma
1996).
Although descriptions of Athapaskan and Navajo culture vary according to the
migration routes (Hester 1962:73), they are most often described according to a broad
analogy with northern Athapaskan groups (Brugge 1996; Wilcox 1981). The traits of
nomadism, shamanistic ceremonialism, ephemeral architecture, and small group size are
emphasized and their most likely subsistence strategy is identified as hunting and the
gathering of wild foods (Bailey and Bailey 1986:11; Hester 1962:87; Hill 1938).
Consensus on the timing of the Athapaskan migration – and consequently, Navajo
origins - remains elusive because of questions surrounding the validity of dates from the
first sites in the Four Corners region with recognizably Navajo material culture (Towner
and Dean 1996). An early site in this area that displays clearly Navajo features – LA
55979 –has been tree-ring dated to A.D. 1541 (Hancock 1997). Its existence implies the
passage of sufficient time for the development of the Navajo cultural pattern among
Athapaskan migrants in the Southwest before A.D. 1500 (Dykeman 2003:33; Towner
2003).
The Dinetah phase
LA 55979 belongs to a group of archaeological sites in which the earliest known
evidence of people with Navajo traits is preserved. These sites are concentrated in
northwestern New Mexico along the San Juan River and canyons lining the Gobernador,
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Largo and La Jara drainage systems; this area is still referred to by Navajo as the Dinétah,
their homeland (Correll 1979). Despite some controversy grounded in the difficulty of
locating many Dinetah phase sites, it is generally agreed to have spanned the period from
before A.D. 1500 to the beginning of the Spanish reconquest in 1692 (Brown 1996;
Dykeman 2003:28). Increased sedentism and agriculture differentiated the Navajo from
other Athapaskans. The prevalence of pottery - and the construction of substantial
habitations – on sites of this period are cited to prove Dinetah phase Navajo had already
become partially dependent on maize agriculture (Dykeman and Roebuck 2008:3).
Dittert (1958:19) proposed the Dinetah phase to describe sites with
characteristically Navajo habitations – conical, earth-covered structures called hogans –
that were lacking some of the other traits found at later Navajo sites. Subsequent work by
Hester (1962) characterized Dinetah phase Navajos as somewhat sedentary, practicing a
mixed maize-agriculture and hunting and gathering economy. Recent excavations
undertaken for the Fruitland Coal Gas Data Recovery Project produced additional
evidence for limited agriculture, hunting, and wild-plant gathering on Navajo sites dating
to this phase (Hovezak and Sesler 2002:304).
The Dinetah phase was a period of acculturation – of the development of traits
which were to become the archaeological hallmarks of Navajo ethnic identity. The initial
formation of Navajo culture is thought to have taken place among influences from other
Southwestern groups (Dykeman 2003:28) on an Athapaskan core (Brugge 1996). The
acquisition of maize agriculture is attributed to such contact with Puebloan people
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(Hester 1962: Figure 26) - the presence of Puebloan ceramics mingled with local Navajo
wares has been cited as evidence for early trade with other groups (Hester 1962: Table 6).
The presence of metal artifacts in cultural deposits dated to the Dinetah phase also
suggests the existence of some means for obtaining items of European manufacture at
this early time (Hovezak and Sesler 2002:292).
Architecture of the Dinetah phase Navajo
Hovezak and Sesler (2002) recorded and excavated early Navajo sites in the
canyons and mesas adjacent to the San Juan River as part of investigations undertaken for
the Fruitland Coal Gas Data Recovery Project. The only dwelling recorded on such early
Navajo sites is the conical forked-pole hogan (Jett and Spencer 1981:52). Hogans were
winter habitations until the historic period: less-substantial habitations, made of brush,
are frequently mentioned in historical accounts as Navajo summer residences (Franciscan
Fathers 1910; Kluckhohn et al. 1971:160; Mindeleff 1898). Early – and later - Navajo
sites on Frances Mesa lack surviving architecture, but contain domestic refuse and may
represent warm-weather occupations (Wilshusen et al. 2000:196).
LA 72747 is one such hogan site; three hogans were constructed, inhabited and
abandoned there between A.D. 1618 and 1622. Tree-ring dates cluster to suggest the
contemporaneous occupation of at least two, and possibly all three hogans; this was
interpreted as evidence for the existence of a residence group (Hovezak and Sesler
2002:300). Another investigation undertaken at Frances Mesa to the east noted the early
existence of similar groups – which formed the basis for population growth and rising
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social complexity during the next phase of occupation (Wilshusen et al. 2000:342). The
Frances Mesa data also showed that individual hogans were occupied for relatively short
periods of time, and that Dinetah phase Navajo relocated and rebuilt their homes often
over short distances (Wilshusen et al. 2000:252).
The hogans at LA 72747 contained a suite of interior features which the authors
named typical of all Dinetah phase sites. Central, shallow hearths and storage pits were
excavated into the floors of these structures, two of which had covered entryways
extending towards the south and southeast (Hovezak and Sesler 2002: Figure 7.21,Figure
7.24). A mealing bin and items for milling were present inside one hogan, and a
concentration of milling paraphernalia outside another demonstrated cooking and
processing of food took place indoors and out (Hovezak and Sesler 2002: 306). The two
hogans closest to one another were built six meters apart; the third lay approximately
40m to the northeast (Hovezak and Sesler 2002: Figure 7.5). While the investigators at
Frances Mesa believed sweat lodges were in use by its Dinetah phase residents, they
believed the evidence for their existence had been rendered invisible or destroyed by the
later Navajo occupation (Wilshusen et al. 2000:193).
The Gobernador phase
Gobernador phase Navajo experienced an era that began when the Spanish
reconquered their Puebloan neighbors in 1696 and that ended with the movement of most
of the Navajo away from the Dinétah in the 1750s (Dykeman 2003: 27; Hester 1962: 63;
Towner 2003). Gobernador phase archaeological sites are distinguished from earlier
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Dinetah phase sites by the presence of distinctive artifacts and architectural forms. The
increasing sedentism and aggregation of residences visible in the archaeological record of
the Gobernador phase coincides with evidence of conflict, contact and trade between the
Navajo, other indigenous groups, and the Spaniards (Bailey and Bailey 1986: 14-17;
Hester 1962: 89).
Polychrome pottery of Navajo manufacture, and defensive masonry structures
called pueblitos are two of the most recognizable features at Gobernador phase Navajo
sites. Both have been the focus of a debate about the degree to which Puebloan cultures
influenced Gobernador phase Navajo. Until the manufacture of these painted wares was
demonstrated to have occurred well before the Pueblo Revolt, their presence was taken as
evidence for the existence of a significant - and influential – population of Puebloan
refugees living alongside the Navajo in the Dinétah (Wilshusen et al. 2000:159).
Pueblitos are defensively located masonry structures; until it was demonstrated that the
timing of their construction post-dated the Spanish reconquest (Towner 1997), they were
attributed to Puebloans fleeing that conflict (Hester 1962:89; Kidder 1920). Today, the
threat of Ute and Comanche raiding parties is more commonly cited to explain the
construction of these fortresses (Towner 1997; but see Towner, Rogers, and Copeland
2001). A response to threats during the Gobernador phase is also indicated by a shift in
the location of Navajo settlements from the fertile and well-watered - but poorly
defensible - San Juan Valley to the canyon and mesa country to the south (Jett and
Spencer 1981:4). It is not disputed that an admixture of Puebloan elements is present in
Navajo culture; rather, the idea of a sudden and powerful Puebloan influence has been
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replaced by an appreciation of the long term selection of useful traits by the Navajo from
other groups (Dykeman 2003:41; Towner 2003). The presence of identifiably Spanish
architectural elements like fireplaces inside many pueblitos (Powers and Johnson 1987)
and the remains of domesticated sheep, goats and horses found on a few sites belonging
to the Gobernador phase (Dykeman 2003:41) testify to the ready adoption of traits from
other sources by Gobernador phase Navajo.
The most commonly cited reason why most of the Navajo left Dinétah is that they
did so in response to the raids conducted against them by the Ute and Comanche (Carlson
1965; Towner, Rogers, and Copeland 2001). That exodus began gradually at about 1730
and lasted across a generation. Some of these Navajo moved southeast toward Chaco
Canyon. Most of the migrants targeted two other areas - lands around Mount Taylor to
the south, in what is now New Mexico, and lands west of the Dinétah across the Chuska
Mountains at Canyon de Chelly (Bailey and Bailey 1986:17; Weisiger 2004:264). It was
in the latter two areas that the next phase of Navajo history was described.
Architecture of the Gobernador phase
Data derived from the architecture of Gobernador phase sites at Frances Mesa
during the Frances Mesa Alternative Treatment Project (Wilshusen et al. 2000) and the
Morris Site 1 Early Navajo Land Use Study (Dykeman 2003) demonstrate aggregation,
population growth, and integration for defense among Frances Mesa’s inhabitants at this
time. The same conical forked-pole habitations described for the Dinetah phase were
present, but in much greater numbers. The number of Navajos at Frances Mesa at any one
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time during this period was estimated at 200 individuals, a tenfold increase over the
previous phase (Wilshusen et al. 2000:243). A suite of different features for processing,
storing and preparing food and the existence of activity areas for tool production at sites
provided the infrastructure to support a diversified subsistence base (Dykeman 2003:68).
The increased complexity of the hogan groups at Frances Mesa was used to infer
developing Navajo social structure. These clusters were, on average, larger than those of
the Dinetah phase and some of them could be linked to repeated episodes of construction.
The authors used patterns of recurring habitation to infer the operation of land tenure
among the Gobernador phase inhabitants of Frances Mesa (Wilshusen et al. 2000:243).
Two masonry hogans – and two masonry pueblitos – are architectural innovations
of this phase on Frances Mesa (Dykeman 2003: 57, 65). Wilshusen et al. (2000:253)
interpreted the two pueblitos built on the mesa as integrative defensive architecture. The
larger one was intermittently occupied between A.D. 1710 and A.D. 1745 (Towner
2003); evidence for its intense occupation includes the large middens adjacent to it and
the clearing of the overstory within approximately three acres of the site (Wilshusen et al.
2000:189).
The Cabezon and del Muerto/De Chelly phases
Life was changing for the Navajo who moved out of the Dinétah, and these
changes are reflected in their sites at Canyon de Chelly, Arizona (James 1976) and Big
Bead Mesa in New Mexico (Keur 1941). Hester (1962) designated the Cabezon phase
based on Keur’s (1941) description of the Navajo occupation of Big Bead Mesa between
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A.D. 1745 and 1812 (Keur 1941:63). At Canyon de Chelly, James (1976:100,101)
distinguished the Del Muerto phase, which lasted until approximately 1800, from the De
Chelly phase which was ended by the Carson campaign in 1863.
Agriculture remained an important part of Navajo subsistence in both of these
areas, but faunal remains indicate domesticated animals were comprising a larger share of
the diet (James 1976:101; Keur 1941: 45, 69). The Navajo who left the Dinétah did not
find respite from conflict at their new homes. The increasingly defensive orientation of
habitations from this period suggest the migrants anticipated aggression from Spanish,
Mexican, indigenous and American enemies. Pueblitos were constructed at Navajo
settlements from Canyon de Chelly west of the Chuska Mountains to Big Bead Mesa
southeast of the Dinétah (James 1976:101,102; Keur 1941:41, 69). The Navajo did, at
this time, cease to manufacture the polychrome pottery that had so resembled Puebloan
wares (Brugge 1963; James 1976:100; Jett and Spencer 1981:4; Keur 1941:63), and new
hogan forms of wood and stone began appearing at Navajo sites (James 1976:89).
Brugge (1963:22) has proposed that the abandonment of painted pottery and
masonry pueblitos which began during this period was linked to the Blessingway’s
injunction that the Navajo shun these items. He suggests their abandonment marks the
ascendancy of a new definition of Navajo identity. The increasing number of round
hogan forms at this time could reflect another link between developing Navajo traditions
and architecture: round hogans are mentioned in the Blessingway, as are ‘entryway
stones,’ slabs placed under the posts flanking a hogan’s doorway (Wyman 1970:13).
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Keur (1941:34) noted these stones at Big Bead Mesa; she believed them to be Puebloan
in origin.
Architecture of the Del Muerto, De Chelly and Cabezon phases
Innovation in round hogan forms was evident in both areas of post-Dinétah
settlement. The sites James (1976:100,101) recorded at Canyon de Chelly contained
round and polygonal hogans of stone and logs as well as conical forked-pole form that
had dominated the earlier phases of Navajo history. At Big Bead Mesa, Keur (1941:21,
22) also noted round stone hogans which ranged from well-built to ephemeral in
construction. It is possible the more lightly-built structures were the remains of warm
weather habitations; such use was documented by later Navajo ethnographers (Franciscan
Fathers 1910; Kluckhohn et al. 1971:160; Mindeleff 1898). A single rectilinear masonry
room was present at Big Bead Mesa (Keur 1941:24).
The more aggregated Navajo settlement at Big Bead Mesa - on a defensible
landform augmented by the construction of fortifications - clearly indicates residents’
expectations for conflict with other groups (Keur 1941:69). While the hogans at Canyon
de Chelly belonging to the Del Muerto phase were built in relatively open locations, these
became much more hidden after about A.D. 1800, when wooded areas or locations
promoting ready defense or ease of escape became more common (James 1976:101-103).
The interiors of Navajo hogans of this time period were much the same as they
had been during the previous one. Keur (19401: 23, 70) reported that a central or offcenter excavated hearth and an eastern facing doorway typified the hogans of the
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Cabezon phase, although the range of variation she reported was large. Many of these
hogans exhibited traits Keur attributed to Puebloan influence, such as deflectors built to
shelter hearths and the presence of entryway stones flanking their doors (Keur 1941:23,
70). James (1976:101,102) reported that the Del Muerto and De Chelly phase inhabitants
of Canyon de Chelly built and used sweat lodges. The sweat houses Keur (1941:70)
recorded at Big Bead Mesa were located in accordance with ethnographically
documented Navajo religious practices. James (1976:101) also noted the possible remains
of shade structures called ramadas, which are seen at Navajo sites today.
Captivity at Fort Sumner
The Cabezon and De Chelly phases ended with the Carson campaign. Big Bead
Mesa’s residents had moved by this time (Keur 1941:63), but at Canyon de Chelly the
United States cavalry razed agricultural lands and habitations as part of a scorched earth
campaign to deprive the Navajo of resources. U.S. authorities offered protection and
shelter to those who surrendered. Those who did were force-marched to Fort Sumner, in
eastern New Mexico, where they were incarcerated. An unknown number of Navajo
evaded capture and braved enemies and starvation to survive this period (Bailey and
Bailey 1986; Ellis 1974:458). James (1976:102) recorded evidence for the presence of a
few Navajo at Canyon de Chelly during this time. The Navajo did not thrive at Bosque
Redondo, as Fort Sumner was also known, but it was only in 1868 that a treaty was
signed releasing them. The treaty permitted the Navajo to return to a portion of their
traditional lands in northwestern New Mexico and northeastern Arizona (Bailey and
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Bailey 1986:18, 25). These events mark a watershed in Navajo history. The relative
isolation of the tribe was ended: from this time on, Navajo culture began to show
evidence of the powerful effects of pressure from outside forces (Kelley 1986:10).
After Bosque Redondo – historical factors in changes to Navajo sites
A period of acute stress followed Bosque Redondo as the Navajo struggled for
subsistence. It was not until the first decade of the twentieth century that many Navajo
regained a measure of prosperity (Bailey and Bailey 1986:105). When they did, many
Navajos found they had become reliant on the United States economy. Warburton (1986)
and Kelley (1986) explored the effects of Navajo integration with the United States in the
post-Fort Sumner period. These important studies help to explain the great variability that
characterizes Navajo architecture since Bosque Redondo.
Kelley (1986) examined the relationship between changes in the construction
practices at Navajo home sites, and changes to the economy of the United States for one
area of the Defiance Plateau from A.D. 1881-1980. The fine-grained analysis
demonstrated that reorientation of the Navajo economy took place after a national
economic system based on merchant capital gave way to one underpinned by industrial
capitalism. Kelley (1986:10) charted changes in the built features of Navajo home sites
that illustrated trends in behavioral responses to this shift.
Warburton (1986) compared temporal changes in hogan construction at Black
Mesa in the western Reservation area to those which took place on the Defiance Plateau;
the results highlighted the importance of local factors in explaining change. Her analysis
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demonstrated that the physical proximity of Navajo to sources of acculturative influence
determined the rate at which traditional construction practices were altered in each area
(Warburton 1986:222).
Fort Sumner to the Industrial era: circa A.D. 1868 - 1950
Kelley (1986:10) recorded an increase in dwelling size, and increasing variety in
the suite of features constructed on the Navajo sites of the period following Fort Sumner
on the McKinley Mine Lease lands on the Defiance Plateau of New Mexico. This
reflected the extended duration of home site use by residence groups who found it
necessary to augment their traditional means of subsistence – herding and farming - with
the production of goods for obtaining credit at stores. Kelley (1986:81) attributed
dwindling use of the forked-pole hogan as a dwelling to residents’ need for more interior
space to accommodate the storage of more possessions, and to provide room for craft
production activities. By the end of the First World War, round forms of hogan and log
cabins had totally replaced the older hogan form. The diversification of subsistence
activities that occurred at the home sites of this period resulted in the construction of a
wide array of built features related to herding, farming, and household production (Kelley
1986:12).
Warburton’s hogan data explained different trajectories of change at Black Mesa
and on the Defiance Plateau (1986:218-219) in terms of the isolation of the former, and
the proximity of the latter to sources of acculturative pressures during this time. The
onset of significant changes to traditional dwelling forms was delayed at Black Mesa
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(1986:220); the period after Fort Sumner until the 1950s is characterized by increasing
diversity of hogan dwelling forms. Corbelled, cribbed-log, and many-legged hogan forms
testify to Black Mesa residents’ active maintenance of their Navajo traditions. In contrast,
the Navajo living near Fort Defiance began to abandon traditional dwellings much
sooner. Some began building log cabins as residences immediately after their release
from Fort Sumner, and few different hogan types were ever built there (Warburton
1986:218-219).
The Industrial era: circa AD 1950 - 1980
The economic watershed separating the Navajo sites of Kelley’s first and second
stages of development in the McKinley Mine Lease occurred as a result of a shift in the
orientation of the United States economy toward industrial capitalism. New trends in the
construction and location of Navajo home sites after World War II included continued
growth in the size of homes, a decrease in the number of features built to support landbased subsistence activities, the large-scale adoption of European housing, and a shift in
settlement patterns nearer paved roads.
Kelley (1986:13-14) identified the cause of these changes as a combination of the
further reduction of land available to the Navajos in the Mine Lease area, and the
increasing availability of wage labor opportunities. Herding, farming and craft production
activities dwindled; many families stopped making annual moves to separate summer
residences, and wage labor demanded that workers spend much of the day away from
home. The trend toward larger dwellings that began in the earlier stage continued as
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labor-saving devices became more common and activities formerly conducted outdoors
moved inside. By the late 1970s, the majority of the Navajos in Kelley’s study area lived
in European-style housing and settlements tended to cluster along paved roads, indicating
the reliance of their inhabitants on manufactured goods, commercial services, schools,
and infrastructure (Kelley1986:193).
At Black Mesa, Warburton’s data show that outside influence on hogan building
practices became increasingly visible after 1940 due to the delayed, but significant,
effects of grazing regulations and the Great Depression on residents’ opportunities for
traditional subsistence. The men of Black Mesa began to take advantage of seasonal
opportunities for wage labor away from home (Warburton1986:210-212).
Archaeologically, the effects of this change are visible in the increasing use of modern
tools and materials for the construction of traditional hogan forms throughout the 1960s.
The arrival of the Peabody Coal Company in the late 1960s accelerated the course of
acculturative processes at Black Mesa; by the 1980s, European-style housing had become
widespread (Warburton 1986:215). The changes Black Mesa Navajos underwent during
this period were similar to those the Navajo near Fort Defiance had undergone in the
previous era.
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CHAPTER THREE: NAVAJO SITE ARCHITECTURE
1. The hogan
Hogans are traditional Navajo dwellings, recognizable in most cases by their eastfacing doorways, round or many sided walls, and single-room interiors (Brugge
1983:186). Before the twentieth century, hogans functioned primarily as winter homes
and ceremonial sites; their year-round occupation was a consequence of historic
reductions in the land available for traditional subsistence activities, which required
seasonal moves (Franciscan Fathers 1910:329, 330; Haile 1942:44; Jett 1978:360).
Traditionally, a hogan is both a dwelling and a place to conduct religious
activities that cannot take place elsewhere (Franciscan Fathers 1910:328; Haile 1942:53).
The sacred nature and significance of the hogan is outlined in the Blessingway, a group
of songs fundamental to Navajo religion. The Blessingway identifies two hogan genders,
male and female. These are said to be modeled after two important Dinétah landforms:
the pointed Gobernador Knob, with which the male, conical forked-pole hogan is
identified; and Huerfano Mesa, whose flatter form is reflected in female hogans’ rounded
silhouette (Wyman 1970: 13-15). Conical forked-pole hogans are associated with the
performance of Blessingway ceremonies, while other ceremonies – Chantways – are
usually conducted in female hogans; any hogan, however, that is constructed according to
the Blessingway’s requirements may host a ceremony (Wyman 1970:13).
The Chief Hogan Songs use the male hogan to model construction requirements
which apply to all hogan forms. The construction of hogans according to these
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requirements is accompanied by the singing of Blessingway songs, which help consecrate
the structures for religious use (Wyman 1970:5). Blessingway requirements for hogans
include the placement of stone slabs – called entryway stones - in the earth to either side
of hogan doors, and the use of poles corresponding to the cardinal directions in the
supporting framework (Wyman 1970:13). Nineteenth century accounts of hogans noted
their construction in accord with these instructions (Franciscan Fathers 1910; Haile 1942:
42-44; Mindeleff 1898: 488-494). Traditional religious practitioners Wyman (1970:14)
interviewed described entryway stones as signs placed to memorialize the continuity of
the hogan form and the singing of the Blessingway over it.
These construction requirements highlight the cultural importance of the direction
of sunrise to the Navajo. Traditional forked-pole hogans are supported by five poles, the
southern, western and northern of which are interlocked at their forks. Two unforked
poles leaned against these from the east complete the hogan framework; the space
between them marks the location of the structure’s east-facing entry (Mindeleff 1898:
490). Daily morning prayers are traditionally spoken facing the sunrise (Brugge
1983:186), and Navajos enter ceremonial hogans by turning left from the door in a
“sunwise” path circling from east to north (Haile 1942:51). There are also practical
advantages to an east-facing entry, such as the warming and drying effects of morning
sunlight on hogan interiors and environs (Kemrer 1974:41).
When hogan entries do not face eastward, especially if they face west or north, the
structures may be associated with rituals connected to hunting, war and curing (Brugge
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1983: 186; Franciscan Fathers 1910: 334). Variation in doorway orientations may also be
attributed to environmental factors. Kemrer (1974: 44, 47) noted the orientations of
hogan doors with obstructed horizon views deviated from the expected sunrise direction
according to the distance the sun had traveled southward before rising. He also pointed
out that the entry orientations of hogans incorporating boulders, living trees or other
natural features could be limited by the options their physical surroundings provided.
The use of traditional hogans reflects their cultural significance (Brugge
1983:187). Distinct patterns of ceremonial and everyday use reflect the structures’ dual
role (Haile 1942:51) and highlight important aspects of traditional Navajo worldview.
The Blessingway describes the hogan interior in terms of different ritually significant
areas, and stresses that a hogan should be kept free of ideas and influences that are not in
accord with Navajo ideals (Wyman 1970:15, 269). Because the space inside traditional
hogans is conceptually divided according to Navajo ideas about the arrangement of the
cosmos, traditional hogans are representative of the Navajo universe (Kent 1983:84).
Like the cosmos, which traditional Navajo believe is composed of male and
female parts, a hogan interior has male and female components (Kent 1983:84). The
southern part of a hogan is male and the northern area, female; the western and central
areas can serve different functions (Kluckhohn and Leighton 1962:90). This division of
space is strictly observed for the seating of participants in ceremonial activities, who
adhere to the sunwise path as they enter the structures (Haile 1942:51). The western area
is generally the most spacious part of a hogan, due to the typical off-center location of
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hearths and stoves towards the door. Sand-painting and other ceremonial activities
requiring ample room are performed in the western part of a hogan (Brugge 1983:188;
Mindeleff 1898:513).
The same divisions are evident, but less strictly observed, in the routine use of
traditional hogans (Brugge 1983:188). In its typical role as a family home, the hogan is
functionally divided into a southern area for the man’s items and activities, and a
northern zone where the items a woman uses daily are arranged. Haile (1942:44)
described the arrangement of cooking paraphernalia north of the entrance as typical of
early nineteenth century hogans, and Brugge (1983:188) confirmed a strong association
between food preparation and the northeastern corner of traditional hogans, where
cupboards and shelves were most likely to be nailed to walls. Large items are most likely
to be stored in the western part of the structure, which is also where day-to-day activities
requiring plenty of room occur.
Outside hogans, patterns in the locations of areas for the disposal of ashes and
household waste, and in the distribution of other features associated with hogan dwellers’
daily activities demonstrate some consistency in the use of exterior areas (Brugge
1983:185-188; Kelley 1986: 84, 142). Brugge (1983: 186) characterized ash heaps as the
feature type which should always accompany an authentic Navajo dwelling, and defined
the usual range of ash pile distribution from north to southeast of hogan doors. Haile
(1942:51) cited a Navajo custom in which visitors approach hogans from the east,
circling around the south if necessary, to account for the tendency for wood and ash piles
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to be northeast of doors, where they would not impede access. Brugge’s (1983:186)
observations on the distance and orientation of ash heaps from hogans led him to suggest
the existence of trends in their distribution over time, a circumstance Kelley (1986: 84,
143, 192) confirmed. Her ethnoarchaeological study revealed changing ash pile
distributions on the McKinley Mine Lease lands near Fort Defiance, NM linked to
lengthening occupations, the growing size of dwellings, and the replacement of hearths
by stoves at Navajo sites occupied between A.D. 1881 and 1980. Ashes were discarded at
increasing distances from hogans as they grew larger over time, before beginning to
disappear in the late twentieth century.
Although Brugge (1983:186) describes the disposal of refuse on Navajo sites as
less patterned than that of ash, middens show change according to some of the historic
trends identified for ash dumps (Kelley 1986:193-194). The advent of non-biodegradable
materials has necessitated regular gathering and hauling away or burning of trash,
reducing the number of these features present on late twentieth century sites. Formerly,
the Navajo only removed certain items from sites for disposal; Brugge (1983:186) notes
that the custom of disposing of broken pots and weaving tools in concealed, isolated
places is in accord with instructions contained in the Blessingway. The only other cultural
requirement for disposal is the custom of abandoning, and not interfering with, structures
and items belonging to Navajo sites affected by negative spiritual influences.
At most Navajo sites, areas for stockpiling and chopping wood tend to be close to
hogan doors, and most often lie northeast of them; such activity areas do not appear at
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sites whose occupants lacked metal axes (Brugge 1983:186). Kelley (1986:86,142) linked
the presence of wood chopping areas at sites occupied circa A.D. 1881 to especially long
occupations; wood chopping areas at later sites indicated residents’ acquisition of stoves
for indoor heating and cooking. Both circumstances required large amounts of fuel.
A number of other features are also associated with hogans (Brugge 1983:187).
Shade structures, pits and ovens for baking, hearths for laundering, lines and racks for
drying food and other items, and platforms for storage might be located anywhere
convenient; exterior hearths are most commonly to be found south or southeast of hogan
doors. Corrals and pens were among the features associated with hogans in historic times,
but not during the modern era. Kelley (1986:87,142,193) recorded corrals and pens for
livestock, ramadas and windbreak shades, ovens, storage facilities and sweat houses on
Navajo sites on the McKinley Mine Lease lands between A.D. 1881 and 1980. Her
diachronic analysis revealed that changes in the numbers and types of features at sites
corresponded to the same trends she identified for ash piles and middens: as occupation
duration lengthened and subsistence activities intensified on sites, features grew more
numerous and diverse. As the involvement of Navajos in wage labor activities intensified,
fewer features associated with subsistence activities were built on sites.
Hogan classification and hogan types
Jett and Spencer (1981) differentiated hogans based on the method of their
construction or the materials used to build them; they distinguished conical forked-pole,
vertical-post, leaning-log, stacked log, plank, and masonry hogans. The Navajo also have
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categories for hogans: the conical forked-pole hogan is male, and all other forms - which
are more rounded in profile – are female (Wyman 1979: 13). Thompson (2009:184),
however, has noted some ambiguity in the assignment of gender to masonry hogans; she
links this to the stacking of stone – a male element – in the horizontal, or female,
direction in the walls of these structures. Different hogan forms are described below in
order to illustrate the range of forms and materials typical of these structures.
Conical forked-pole hogan
The male, or conical forked-pole hogan is composed of logs and brush leaned
against a framework of three interlocked poles and covered with earth. The three forked
poles are oriented to the south, west and north; after they are raised and set in the earth,
two additional poles are leaned against them from the east. The hogan doorway is located
between the two eastern poles; slabs of stone may be set in the earth to either side of the
doorway for seating the vertical, forked posts supporting the door frame. Male hogans
often feature covered entryways extending out from the doorframe to form a vestibule.
Excavated floors are common in these structures, as are benches left along the base of the
walls by the excavation of the floor. The smoke hole is most often located at the junction
of the vestibule with the main support poles (Jett and Spencer 1981: 52-62).
Female hogan types
Female hogans exhibit a variety of forms (Jett and Spencer 1981: 64-105). In
organizing these, Jett and Spencer (1981) generally followed the classification which
their Navajo names already implied, grouping them according to wall construction
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technique. Some hogan types –masonry and plank hogans – were grouped by material;
the wall construction of both these types overlaps with that of other hogans. I believe this
was due to Jett and Spencer’s desire to demonstrate an evolutionary progression in hogan
types. As masonry and plank hogans exhibit a wide range of variation in forms, and plank
hogans are, by definition, modern, they did not readily fit such a scheme. These very
characteristics, however, demonstrate a progressive breaking-down of boundaries
between distinct hogan forms over the recent past.
Vertical post form: the leaning log hogan form
A leaning-log hogan (Jett and Spencer 1981: 64-66, 69, 216) rests on four or more
vertical supports for horizontal stringers against which vertical logs are leaned;
traditionally, the support posts are forked. These walls are traditionally chinked and
plastered with earth. In outline, the structure is subrectangular or polygonal; the roof is
most often constructed of flat, corbeled or cribbed logs covered in earth. These hogans
may contain earthen benches along the base of their walls left by the excavation of the
floor, and extended entries like those seen in male hogans. Modern examples of this form
freely incorporate nails and wire, and the tops of the wall uprights may be sawn to lie
flush against the stringers forming the top of the wall. The walls and roofs of leaning-log
hogans in the western and northwestern portions of the Reservation are often completely
mud plastered.
Vertical post form: the palisaded hogan
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Palisaded hogans (Jett and Spencer 1981:71-74, 216) are defined by walls of
vertical logs footed in circular or polygonal trenches. The walls may support the weight
of the roof in different ways – each log may provide direct support, or single or double
corner posts may carry most of the weight. Corbeled-log, cribbed-log and pyramidal
roofs supported by beams are associated with these hogans; they are generally covered in
dirt. In modern palisaded hogans, milled lumber and wire are often incorporated in walls
and tar paper and cement stucco may augment or replace the structure chinking and earth
cover. The walls and roofs of palisaded hogans in the western and northwestern portions
of the Reservation are often completely mud plastered.
Stacked log form: the corbeled-log hogan
The corbelled-log hogan is constructed of horizontally stacked log walls (Jett and
Spencer 1981: 74-76, 80) placed in or on the ground or a foundation. It is not uncommon
for these foundations to consist of stacked or coursed masonry. The wall logs overlap one
another at their corners and are laid down in alternating layers that decrease in size as the
structure grows into a domed shape of roughly circular form. A gap is left in the east wall
for the door, and a smoke hole is left open at the top of the structure. The walls are
chinked and the hogan is covered with earth. The doors of these hogans may be flanked
with what Jett and Spencer (1981:80) describe as “piers” of stone.
Stacked-log form: the cribbed-log hogan
Cribbed-log hogans have horizontal walls of layered logs that overlap at the
structure corners (Jett and Spencer 1981: 77-79, 80-85). The bases of these walls may be
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placed into the ground, mounded with earth and stones, or set on a foundation of
masonry, planks, or cement. The floors of cribbed-log hogans may be excavated. The
doors of these structures have frames ranging from log uprights and a log lintel to milled
lumber versions complete with doorjamb and sill. Haile (1942: 3) reported extended
entries on some cribbed-log hogans. Associated roof types include the earth-covered
corbeled-log roof and various modern forms built using beams and rafters; the latter may
incorporate modern materials like tar paper and stucco. Jett and Spencer (1981:82)
identified and illustrated six methods for the notching of the logs ends; nails may
augment these corner joins. The ends of logs may be axe cut or sawn, and the logs
themselves may be shaped on all four sides, on their interior surfaces only, or on both
their interior and exterior faces. Railroad ties can be incorporated in these structures.
Stacked-log forms: the abutting-log hogan
This variation of the cribbed-log hogan is characterized by horizontally-stacked
log walls whose ends do not overlap, but which abut the ends of the posts in the adjacent
wall or corner posts (Jett and Spencer 1981: 85-90). Abutting-log hogans usually have
corbeled-log roofs or roofs built with rafters. There are twentieth century examples of
abutting-log hogans that rest on cement foundations, or are chinked with cement.
Plank hogans and frame hogans
Jett and Spencer (1981: 90-97) defined these hogans based on the material used to
build them. They are constructed like vertical-post and abutting-log hogans. This form
first became popular in the areas around the first sawmills established by the Navajo
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Tribe. It is a poorly insulated form; Jett and Spencer (1981:93) comment on the need for
stoves to efficiently heat such hogans. Frame hogans are constructed of planks nailed
onto a framed superstructure in the manner of “Anglo-style” buildings (Jett and Spencer
1981:95, 97). Cinder block foundations and wall and roof coverings of tarpaper and
stucco are common in this form.
Masonry hogans
Like plank hogans, masonry hogan construction is largely based on that of
traditional forms (Jett and Spencer 1981: 99-105). The walls of masonry hogans are
round, polygonal or irregular – the latter case occurs when they are built to incorporate
features like boulders into their outlines. Masonry in the walls may be coursed, uncoursed, or mixed; stones may or may not be shaped, or mortared together. Masonry
hogans utilizing natural stone are common; examples incorporating cinder blocks and
adobe bricks are rare. The tops of the walls may be covered with log courses below the
roof to aid in its support. A variety of roof forms have been recorded in association with
masonry hogans. Modern examples of masonry hogans are usually fitted with doorjambs
of milled lumber; older structures have been recorded with extended entryways. The
floors of these hogans may be excavated into the ground. A poured concrete floor was
recorded in one such modern structure.
Navajo hogans prior to Bosque Redondo - Dinetah phase hogans
LA 72747 (Hovezak and Sesler 2002: 245-307) is an exceptionally well-dated site
in the Upper San Juan Basin of northwest New Mexico; clustered tree-ring dates indicate
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the three seventeenth century forked-pole hogans excavated there were occupied
contemporaneously around A.D. 1621. Data from these hogans, designated Structures 2,
3, and 4, help illustrate characterizations of Dinetah phase Navajo as a partially sedentary
people who augmented their wild plant gathering and hunting with the cultivation of
maize (Dykeman and Roebuck 2008:3; Hovezak and Sesler 2002:304).
The hogans’ interiors contained evidence for the breadth of subsistence activities
pursued by the inhabitants of the site. Artifacts recovered from these structures included
pottery, lithic tools and the remains of plants and animals. An outdoor milling area
indicated these activities occurred outside, as well as within hogans, and a small piece of
steel found in Structure 2 demonstrated familiarity with items of European origin.
Structures 2 and 4 were located about ten meters apart, and burned at the same
time. Unusually diverse artifact assemblages suggested their abandonment was
deliberate, or resulted from a traumatic event. Structure 3 was about 45 meters northnortheast of the other hogans; its floor, 3.8 meters in diameter, had been excavated and
prepared by its builders. Post holes in the floor suggested additional wall support had
been needed for the hogan, which contained a hearth oriented off-center toward the
south-facing entryway.
Structure 2 had a diameter of 5.5 meters, slightly above the average for Dinetah
phase hogans. Its sandstone bedrock floor contained a central hearth, pits for storage, and
four post holes. The edges of the hogan were only partially intact, making the orientation
of its entry unknowable beyond a range from south-southeast to west. Structure 4 lay
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north of Structure 2; it was an unusual, multiple-chambered hogan. A southeast-facing
entryway accessed the main chamber, a round room 4.3 meters in diameter. The floor
contained a central hearth, two milling bins, post holes and a pit. The second room
appeared to have been added to the southern wall of Structure 4 after it was completed;
most of the 1.9 by 3.4 meter area within was taken up by a large mealing bin.
Gobernador phase hogans
A Gobernador phase dwelling, excavated by Carlson (1965:10-11) at Morris Site
3 pueblito, provides an example of the hogans built in association with the masonry
fortresses of this period. Hogan 2 was a forked-pole structure with a central hearth and an
entrance tunnel extending north from the interior. The entrance tunnel consisted of
vertical logs inside the hogan, masonry and logs where the vestibule met the door, and
upright logs beyond; it was roofed with logs. The wood in this, and the other seven
hogans at Morris Site 3 had been cut with a metal ax; one of these artifacts was recovered
by Carlson from the site.
The Morris Site 1 Land Use Study (Dykeman 2003) characterized the Gobernador
phase occupation of Frances Mesa and areas in adjacent Gobernador Canyon, New
Mexico. The conical forked-pole hogans belonging to the occupation had east-facing,
extended entryways (Dykeman 2003:67). They exhibited spatial patterning in regard to
associated middens (Dykeman 2003: Figure 32, Figure 35), which tended to be within 20
meters of the hogans, at orientations from 90 to 120 degrees east. These trash middens
contained ash (Dykeman 2003:72), and no separate ash piles were recorded at Frances
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Mesa; ash dumps are considered important at later Navajo sites, where their disposal is
spatially and temporally patterned (Brugge 1983; Kelley 1986:143). External hearths
were weakly patterned in regard to hogans, lying within 40 meters of most (Dykeman
2003: Figure 33). Two masonry hogans were also recorded as part of the Gobernador
phase occupation (Dykeman 2003:67). The roughly circular outline of one of these drylaid masonry structures (Dykeman 2003:104) measured 4.5 by 5 meters, and had partially
collapsed walls 0.66 meters high. The location of the hogan door was indicated by a
break in the southeastern portion of its outline, which incorporated existing boulders; a
central hearth was present in the hogan floor.
Hogans of the Cabezon and Del Muerto/De Chelly phases
Hogans of the Cabezon phase at Big Bead Mesa (Keur 1941), and the Del Muerto
and De Chelly phases at Canyon de Chelly (James 1976), exhibited increasing diversity
in forms over the previous phases. James (1976:100) noted the presence of corbeled-log
hogans at the earliest Del Muerto phase sites, from prior to A.D. 1800. One of these sites,
NA 11,367 (James 1976:24-28), contained ten hogans; seven were excavated and yielded
data representative of the early occupation at Canyon de Chelly. The diameters of two
corbeled-log hogans measured 4 meters, and 4.5 by 4.4 meters; the sole forked-pole
hogan was 3m by 2.5m. Masonry entryways facing east and northeast were identified for
all but four severely damaged hogans, and the hearths of all the structures that were
excavated lay off-center in the entry direction. Ten ash dumps were associated with the
hogans; six of these lay a short distance northwest, north, northeast or east of the nearest
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hogan entry. The contents of the hogans included slab-lined mealing bins, stone grinding
implements, floor pits for storage, a grooved stone axe, and a projectile point.
James (1976:101) linked the disappearance of masonry hogan entryways to stress
caused by the threat of Spanish military campaigns and slave raids during the subsequent
(post-A.D. 1800) De Chelly phase. The more isolated and defensive locations of De
Chelly phase hogans demonstrate the degree to which these conflicts affected residents’
lives. Increased numbers of items of European manufacture on De Chelly phase sites,
however, indicate the outcomes of increased contact were not always detrimental. The
conical forked-pole and corbeled-log hogans built at one Canyon de Chelly site after
A.D. 1813 had east-facing doors flanked by piled masonry (James 1976:31-32). The
corbeled-log structure had been more than 3 meters in diameter, and was associated with
an ash dump four meters southeast of the door. The conical forked-pole hogan measured
approximately 4 meters in diameter; an ash dump was present about five meters east of it.
Big Bead Mesa was a heavily-fortified settlement with conical forked-pole hogans
and many rounded masonry hogans. Its fortifications included a high mud-mortar and
sandstone wall with one opening; many smaller walls and piles of rock; and a small
pueblito (Keur 1941:40-43). A masonry room built against the large wall contained a
slab-lined fire pit in its northeast corner and had been roofed with logs; a roofed
passageway gave access to the room through its northeastern wall.
Interior features common in these Cabezon phase hogans included hearths off-set
towards hogan doorways, mealing bins and storage pits (Keur 1941:69). Most of the
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hogans had generally east-facing entryway passages, with the majority facing northeast,
and a smaller number exhibiting a southeastern orientation. The presence of a small
number of hogans with other entry orientations was attributed to defensive purposes, or to
the presence of physical obstructions which interfered with conventional doorway
placement (Keur 1941:29).
The tallest remaining masonry hogan wall measured 1.2 meters high; the presence
of a post planted directly adjacent to another suggests they required structural support
(Keur 1941: 21, 26). Although the superstructures were not preserved, Keur (1941: 24)
likened the hogans to the stone-walled and log-roofed examples described in later
ethnographic accounts. Only 18 conical forked-pole hogans were recorded at Big Bead
Mesa, along with 35 walled masonry hogans; 42 other structures, poorly defined by
masonry outlines or flat activity areas, were also designated hogans. The diameters of the
forked-pole and masonry-walled hogans at Big Bead Mesa were roughly consistent,
ranging from small structures of about 1.8m by 2.1 m to an overall average around 3 by 4
meters. One anomalously large forked-pole hogan measured 4.9 by 4.7 meters; the largest
masonry-walled hogans were 3.9 by 4.5 meters (Keur 1941: Table C).
Trends in changing hogan forms: male and female hogans
Conical forked-pole, or male, hogans have been tree-ring dated to the sixteenth
century at sites along the San Juan River in New Mexico (Hancock 1997; Hovezak and
Sesler 2002). Although the Blessingway mentions both male and female hogans (Wyman
1970: 13), the appearance of the latter type is not documented at archaeological sites until
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the Gobernador phase, between A.D. 1698 and 1755. Additional evidence for early
female hogans comes from Hester (1962: Table 7), who listed cribbed-log and masonry
hogans among the traits of Gobernador phase occupations; and from Hester and Shiner,
who (1963:13-14) subsequently documented a Gobernador phase leaning-log hogan.
Tree-ring dates assigned to samples collected from cribbed-log and corbeled-log hogans
during the Navajo Land Claim surveys suggest these hogans were being constructed by at
least A.D. 1821 (Thompson 2009: 216-217). Jett and Spencer (1981:216-217) note a
certain amount of confusion in the use of the terms corbeled-log, cribbed-log and
masonry in archaeological descriptions of these structures. Many workers used the first
two terms interchangeably, and others may have reported stone foundations upon which
decayed wooden structures had rested as masonry hogans. Nevertheless, these data
establish that a variety of female hogan forms existed prior to Bosque Redondo.
Ethnographic accounts second the Blessingway’s (Wyman 1970:13) distinction
between male and female hogans based on their suitability for different kinds of
ceremonies. Underhill (1953:195) reported that vertical post hogans were constructed by
the pre-Fort Sumner Navajo primarily as ceremonial structures, not habitations, and were
usually not inhabited after use, partly because of the difficulty of heating their large
interiors. Coolidge and Coolidge (1930: 82-83) also suggested that the low number of
vertical-post hogans constructed before A.D. 1890 was due to the difficulty of shaping
large numbers of wooden elements without metal axes. That this did not, necessarily,
apply to stacked-log hogans is illustrated by a Del Muerto phase site excavated by James
(1976:26-27) at Canyon de Chelly where both corbeled-log and conical forked-pole
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hogans were present; a stone axe was recovered from one of these structures. The fact
that all the logs in the conical forked-pole hogans at the Gobernador phase Morris Site 3
were cut using a metal ax is another reminder of the variability in practices at Navajo
sites (Carlson 1965:10).
Trends in hogan construction after A.D. 1868
Although metal axes became common among the Navajo after Fort Sumner, the
primary reason round hogans’ popularity outstripped that of conical forked-pole hogans
in the early years of the twentieth century was their greater size. Size differences were
already evident prior to A.D. 1800 in corbeled-log and conical forked-pole hogans
described at Canyon de Chelly (James 1976:26-27); the round structures had diameters of
4 and 4.5 meters, compared to 3 by 2.5 meters for the male hogan. Two systematic
studies of changing hogan forms (Kelley 1986, Warburton 1986) help illustrate why
larger dwellings were needed at some Navajo sites, and how historic factors accelerated
the growth of Navajo dwellings after A.D. 1868.
Kelley’s (1986) historic study of Navajo land use on the McKinley Mine Lease
lands identified trends in the changing number and variety of features built at Navajo
sites between A.D. 1881 and 1980. Many Navajos released from incarceration at Fort
Sumner, or emerging from hiding, found they had lost access to lands across which they
had been accustomed to move seasonally for herding and farming. Families struggling to
support themselves with smaller acreage turned to the production of goods for sale or
store credit. The intensification of household production resulted in longer terms of
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residence at home sites, and a need for the indoor space to accommodate these activities
(Kelley 1986: 10). By about A.D. 1917, conical forked-pole dwellings were no longer
being built on Navajo sites of the McKinley Mine Lease lands; instead, Navajo families
chose round hogans and western-style log cabins (Kelley 1986: 81). Large dwellings, like
ceremonial hogans, were difficult to heat. Measurements of those inhabited between A.D.
1881 and 1930 demonstrate the link between dwelling sizes and wood-burning stoves
(Kelley 1986: 84-85). All but two of the structures heated by hearths did not exceed 19.6
square meters in area; all of those in which stoves were identified, exceeded 19.6 square
meters.
Changes in hogans Warburton (1986) studied at Black Mesa, Arizona, did not
conform to the trends of increasing occupation duration and subsistence intensification
identified by Kelley (1986: 10). The average diameters of the hogans recorded during the
Black Mesa Archaeological Project remained consistent across the period from A.D.
1864 to A.D. 1960. Warburton’s study focused on charting developments in hogan
construction against historical and ethnographic records to identify the operation of
acculturation on the remote landform’s Navajo residents. She compared distinct
trajectories of hogan development on Black Mesa, and in the Defiance Plateau region, to
illustrate the operation of historical factors affecting the rate and intensity of residents’
contacts with the dominant culture. Her results provide insight on how change in hogans
occurred, and helps to explain variability across Navajo sites of similar age.
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After A.D. 1890, Navajo in the Defiance Plateau area began constructing log
cabins as well as conical forked-pole and cribbed-log hogans. The marks of metal axes,
saws and adzes became common in hogans built after A.D. 1900; in the A.D. 1940s, the
number of newly built log cabins surpassed that of hogans. New developments in hogan
forms were limited to the appearance of an eight sided cribbed-log structure in the A.D.
1950s (Warburton 1986: 185, 190, 194), and the incorporation of manufactured materials
into otherwise traditionally constructed hogans. A conical forked-pole hogan from the
A.D. 1950s was built with the proper number and orientation of poles; its covering,
however, consisted of milled lumber and it was fitted with a wooden door on metal
hinges (Warburton 1986:189).
The hybridization of Navajo and western traits is apparent in the eastern doorway
orientations recorded for many log cabins built on Black Mesa from the A.D. 1890s to
the 1980s (Warburton 1986: Appendix 2). A single instance of a cabin with a southfacing window was recorded and dated between A.D. 1910 and 1920 (Warburton
1986:183). An ethnographic account (Newcomb 1940: 23) reports windows should only
be placed in structures’ south, southeastern and southwestern sides. Traditionally, the
north is associated with danger and negative influences. The timing of windows’
adoption is not well known; an early instance was reported in 1903 (Jett and Spencer
1981: 19), and ethnographic accounts collected in the A.D. 1960s from Aneth contain
references to windows in terms of the improvements children sent away for school
wished to see their parents make in family dwellings (Jett and Spencer 1981: 111). When
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they surveyed the Reservation in the late twentieth century, Jett and Spencer (1981: 19)
noted windows present in almost every category of hogan they recorded.
At Black Mesa, conical forked-pole hogans coexisted with cribbed-log and
corbeled-log structures prior to A.D. 1864. During the A.D. 1930s, male hogans were
replaced by the female forms, which now included leaning-log hogans. These round
hogans remained popular into the A.D. 1950s, a decade after the first cabins appeared
(Warburton 1986: Table 6). Diversification in hogan forms at Black Mesa was attributed
to the area’s remoteness, which ensured access to land for traditional herding and farming
practices. Until the 1930s, the metal ax was the only modern influence Warburton (1986:
220) noted in hogan construction on the mesa.
In the A.D. 1940s, increasing outside influences became visible with the
construction of the first log cabins, and the use of milled lumber for framing doorways
and smoke holes of hogans on Black Mesa (Warburton 1986: 209). These small changes
heralded a turning point; the delayed economic impacts of Grazing Regulation and the
Great Depression had reached the area, and many people began leaving Black Mesa in
search of wage work (Warburton1986:210-213). Like the Defiance Plateau, modern tools
and materials were first incorporated in the construction of otherwise traditional
structures. Milled lumber, metal door hardware and saws were used to construct hogans
of the A.D. 1950s and 1960s with east-facing doorways. These structures coexisted with
log cabins and frame houses, and like those built on the Defiance Plateau, their entries
usually faced east; some had earth-covered roofs. The coming of the Peabody Coal
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Company to Black Mesa in the 1960s sharply accelerated pressures to acculturate, and
resulted in the replacement of residential hogans by European-style dwellings after A.D.
1980 (Warburton 1986: 215). Warburton (1986: 193) identified the shift from
conservation of traditional dwelling forms, to the abandonment of traditional housing
after A.D. 1940, as a marker for residents’ changing worldviews.
Conclusion
As the physical embodiment of aspects of the traditional Navajo worldview, the
hogan provides a means by which to measure the adherence of its builders to Navajo
religious requirements. As a functional dwelling, the hogan responds to the needs of its
builders in different historic circumstances. Warburton (1986:224) commented on the
potential for studies of change in culturally determined structural traits, such as doorway
orientation, for providing information about changing degrees of Navajo adherence to
traditional practices. The evolution of hogan forms demonstrates how Navajos negotiated
between the conservation of important aspects of their culture, and making the necessary
innovations to meet historical challenges; this dynamic has created the continuity and the
variability evident across hogan forms today.
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2. The sweat lodge
Navajo sweat lodges are small, well-insulated structures used by one or more
individuals in which heated rocks are used to create a hot and dry environment. The use
of sweat lodges, or sudatories, has been documented globally (Hastings et al. 1921:128)
and was especially common among the Northern peoples believed to be ancestral to the
Navajo and other Southern Athapaskans (Greenberg et al. 1986; Hoijer 1938; Sapir
1936). Evidence for the antiquity - and persistence - of Navajo sweat lodge use comes
from traditional Navajo accounts, the Navajo archaeological record, and ethnographic
reports. The Navajo Blessingway relates how the important figures, First Man and First
Woman, built the first sweat lodge at the rim of the place from which they emerged into
this world (Wyman 1970: 109). Archaeologically, sweat lodge remains are present at
some of the earliest Navajo sites (Hovezak and Sesler 2002:427; Wishusen et al.
2000:193). Ethnographic accounts describe Navajo sweat lodges from the late nineteenth
century (Franciscan Fathers 1910:341; Mindeleff 1898:500), and twentieth century sweat
lodges along railroad lines in California, Arizona and New Mexico testify to the
continued adherence of Navajo railroad workers to the practice of sweating (Drover
1985). A late nineteenth century report from Black Mesa (Downs 1972:78) characterized
sweating as the most common ritual practiced by the men of that area.
Navajo sweat lodges have curative, hygienic, and ceremonial purposes. Their dry
heat is said to promote the healing of bodily aches, fevers, listlessness and respiratory
complaints (Bailey 1941:485; Franciscan Fathers 1910:343; Kluckhohn et al. 1971:322).
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Ritual sweat lodge use takes place as part of larger religious ceremonies - both Nightway
and Mountaintop Way ceremonies make use of sweat lodges (Kluckhohn et al.
1971:322,323) – but the structures may also be the sites of single ritual observances. The
purification of Navajo returning from hunting expeditions, or who may have been
affected by negative influences (Jett and Spencer 1981:196) falls into this category. Some
habitual practices of sweat lodge users are simply ritual in nature. Invocations made to
the holy people before use (Kluckhohn et al. 1971:321), the singing of certain songs
(Bailey 1941:485) and the practice of entering in the sunwise direction (Page 1937:20)
are examples of such customary ritual acts. The sweat lodge may also be a place for talk
and socializing (Bailey 1941:485; Downs 1972:99; Kluckhohn et al. 1971:322; Page
1937:20), or for the planning of more serious matters (Kluckhohn et al. 1971:319).
A sweat lodge may be used at any time during the year (Franciscan Fathers
1910:342; Kluckhohn et al. 1971:319) by Navajo men, women and children (Bailey
1941:485; Downs 1972:99; Mindeleff 1898:502). Separate use by men and women,
however, is almost always strictly observed (Bailey 1941: 485; Downs 1982:99;
Kluckhohn et al. 1971:319; Mindeleff 1898:502). At a minimum, the materials needed to
use a sweat lodge include wood for fire, rocks, and a covering for the entry. The
availability of these resources conditions where a sweat lodge is built, although the
advent of motor vehicles has relaxed this requirement in modern times (Downs 1964:84).
Other materials that may be used in a sweat lodge include medicinal or fragrant plants,
especially when a sweat is taken for curative purposes (Bailey 1941:485; Kluckhohn et
al. 1971:322). Sweat lodges are usually built without doors – traditionally, blankets have
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served this purpose (Downs 1972:99; Franciscan Fathers 1910:342; Page 1937:2). Two
modern examples demonstrate the existence of exceptions to this rule - Drover (1985:50)
recorded a rectangular wood door in association with a conical sweat lodge built of
milled lumber along a rail line in California, and an automobile door apparently served
this purpose in another case (Jett and Spencer 1981: Figure 11.4).
Rocks capable of holding a high degree of heat are essential for taking sweats.
Ethnographic records indicate any stone was acceptable for use (Kluckhohn et al.
1971:328), but basaltic “black rocks,” very hard or white rocks, and “fist” to “head” sized
stones have been cited as being especially desirable for this purpose (Kluckhohn et al.
1971:327,328; Page 1937:21). The heated rocks were most often piled on the north side
of the structure interior (Bailey 1941: 484; Brugge 1956:102; Kluckhohn et al. 1971:
318,321). The Franciscan Fathers (1910:341) reported the Navajo associated the north
with colds and cough, and Jett and Spencer (1981:196) refer to the northeast interior as
the “cold” side of the structure. In one interview, the builder of a sweat lodge cited north
as a direction from which bad influences might be expected to come (Kluckhohn et al.
1971: 318,321).
Piles of fire-altered rock in close proximity to sweat lodge remains demonstrate
the cycling of rocks through these structures over several uses, but the direction of these
piles is quite variable. Most accounts and many archaeological examples note their
presence somewhere in front of the structure entry to the north, east or south (Brugge
1956:102; Hurt 1942: 91; James 1976; Kluckhohn et al. 1971:328). In some cases,
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discarded stones have also been noted northwest of the entry (Keur 1941:37), or lying to
the right of the entry regardless of its orientation (Brugge 1956:102). Jett and Spencer
(1981:196) differentiated between reusable and non-reusable stones; according to their
examples, the former were stored northeast of the door and the latter discarded beyond
these or to the northwest. James (1976: 41, 44), however, noted a pattern at Canyon de
Chelly of fire-altered stones to the north of the entry, and unused rocks stockpiled to the
south.
The fire built to heat rocks needed to be located in close proximity to the
structure, as the hot stones were rolled or carried inside – first with sticks (Mindeleff
1898:500; Page 1937:19), or later with shovels and pitchforks (Downs 1972:99;
Kluckhohn et al. 1971: 324). There is variation in accounts of the direction which the hot
rocks lay in front of the door. Bailey’s eyewitness account (1941: 484) locates one such
fire six yards northeast of the door, and Drover (1985:50) noted traces of a fire visible
about three meters to the east of another structure. Brugge (1956:102) and Kluckhohn et
al. (1971: 321) note three instances in which fires were made directly in front of the
doorways of three sweat lodges in California and New Mexico. At one Gobernador phase
site investigated by Carlson (1965:10), however, the feature he interpreted as a fire box
was located south of the small structure he identified as a sweat lodge.
Although the occasional use of water to make steam was documented in historical
accounts of Navajo sweat lodge use (Franciscan Fathers 1910:342; Kluckhohn et al.
1971:321), water was generally only noted in use for cleansing the body in-between and
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after sweats. To facilitate access, structures were located near streams, or water was
hauled in buckets (Bailey 1941:485; Downs 1978:78; Franciscan Fathers 1910:342).
Clean, dry sand often served the same purpose as water (Kluckhohn et al. 1971:325;
Mindeleff 1898:502; Page 1937: 20).
Sweat lodge construction – materials
Although juniper has been cited as preferred for sweat house construction
(Kluckhohn et al 1971:320), Dean and Russell (1978) note considerable variability in
preferences for wood given by sweat lodge builders from Black Mesa. In the Chuska
Mountains, Brugge (1956: 105) reported a dugout sweat lodge built using oak. According
to one Navajo interviewee (Kluckhohn et al 1971:320), cottonwood was an acceptable
substitute for juniper. A selection bias for dead wood (Dean and Russell 1978) has also
been reported in Navajo sweat houses. Sweat lodge builders from Black Mesa, however,
stated variable preferences for using live and dead wood in these structures (Dean and
Russell 1978).
In some cases, ritual requirements may govern what materials are appropriate for
use in sweat lodge construction (Franciscan Fathers 1910: 343; Jett and Spencer
1981:196; Kluckhohn et al. 1971: 318,322,323). Two sweat lodges built for a 1937
Mountaintop Way ceremony (Dean and Russell 2002), however, demonstrate such
guidelines are not always followed. According to Jett and Spencer (1981:196), several
different varieties of wood should be present in a Mountaintop Way sweat lodge - but
both of the structures at Dean and Russell’s (2002:160,162) site had been constructed
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using juniper, and one had been built during a previous occupation of the site and reused.
Both of these sweat lodges were composed primarily of dead wood (2002:160,162). The
requirement that sweat lodges be located away from other ceremonial structures was
more faithfully adhered to at this site (Dean and Russell 2002:148,149). An eyewitness
statement regarding another sweat lodge, built in California using milled lumber and
baling wire, reveals it was used ceremonially despite having non-traditional components
(Drover 1985:52).
Location
Archaeologically, it can be difficult to determine the relationship of apparently
isolated sweat lodges to other structures, as most sweat houses are built at some distance
from habitations. Privacy is a commonly cited reason for their isolated nature, along with
the need to locate the structures in proximity to resources like wood, rocks, water or sand
(Downs 1964:84; Mindeleff 1898:502; Kluckhohn et al. 1971:317,325). Historically,
distance from other structures was cited as a limiting factor in sweat lodge placement,
although, as previously mentioned, the advent of motor vehicles has relaxed this
requirement (Downs 1964:84). Investigators of the early Navajo sites on Frances Mesa
(Wilshusen et al. 2000:194) cited ease of access to such resources to explain the location
of most of the sweat lodges along the rim of the mesa, whereas Bailey (1941:484)
emphasized the privacy of the location of the sweat lodge she used behind a small hill.
Distances between hogans and sweat lodges on Frances Mesa during the Dinetah
and Gobernador phases averaged 100 meters (Wilshusen et al. 2000:193). At Big Bead
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Mesa, all but one of the Cabezon phase sweat lodges that Keur (1941:37-38) recorded
were located apart from the hogan groups, and James (1976:28, 37, 41, 44) noted sweat
lodges from early and late occupations of Canyon de Chelly that were screened from
view by topography or distance. More recent examples have cited distances of between
41 and 400 meters between sweat lodges and associated habitations (Bailey 1941:484;
Dean and Russell 2002:148; Hurt 1942:91; Jett and Spencer 1981:196; Kluckhohn et al.
1971: 318,324).
Dimensions
The dimensions recorded for sweat lodges vary. One Gobernador phase structure
Carlson (1965: Figure 4) recorded as a sweat lodge was illustrated on a map with a
diameter of approximately 2.1 meters. At the beginning of the twentieth century, the
Franciscan Fathers (1910: 341) reported that the sweat lodges in their area often
measured approximately 1.5 meters in diameter, and that these were shorter than they
were wide. A historic sweat lodge recorded by Hurt (1942:91) at Canyon de Chelly stood
less than 1 meter tall and was approximately 2.1 meters wide. An early twentieth century
sweat lodge was described by Page (1937:20) as approximately 1.8 meters in diameter,
and somewhat taller than 1 meter. Kluckhohn et al. (1971:324) published a description of
one sweat lodge with dimensions of roughly 1.8 meters in diameter, with an external
height less than 1 meter. A twentieth century sweat lodge on the California railroad had
an interior height of .6 meters and was 2.25 meters wide (Drover 1985: 50).
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Excavation of floors
Sweat lodges may be excavated some distance into the earth (Jett and Spencer
1981:193) or not at all (Brugge 1956:102). Excavation increases interior space and
creates a flat floor. Jett and Spencer (1981:196, Figure 11.3) cite examples with depths
ranging from a few to roughly 60 centimeters below ground surface. Downs (1972:99)
reported a figure of 60 centimeters below ground surface and Kluckhohn et al.
(1971:324) reported floor depths between 15 and 60 centimeters.
Doorway orientation
Most sources agree that the orientation of sweat lodge doorways is generally east
(Brugge 1956:102; Kluckhohn et al. 1971: 320, 325; Mindeleff 1898:500; Vogt
1956:303). Ritual requirements or the physical circumstances of sweat lodge construction
may result in different orientations. The Franciscan Fathers (1910:341) recounted that
west facing sweat lodge entries were common in their area. The explanation for this may
lie in the practice of orienting sweat lodges built for rituals involving war or hunting
activities in this direction (Brugge 1956:102). The dugout sweat lodges Brugge
(1956:102) reported from the Chuska Mountain area and in California, on the other hand,
did not conform to any set orientation, simply matching the earthen banks into which
they were dug. A dugout sweat lodge Drover (1985:50-51) recorded is also oriented in
the manner Brugge described – in direct contrast to another, conical sweat lodge he
recorded in the same area with an east-facing entry.
Sweat lodge types and construction
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In the late twentieth century, Jett and Spencer (1981:193) identified four types of
sweat lodge on the Navajo Reservation: conical forked-pole, tipi-form, leaning-log and
dugout. The reason for the variation among sweat lodge types is not well understood.
Although Brugge (1956:102) has speculated on the potential for the dugout sweat lodge
to be of some antiquity in the Chuska Mountains, Jett and Spencer (1981:193) described
it – and the tipi-form and leaning-log forms - based on reports published after the middle
of the twentieth century (Brugge 1956; Drover 1985; Hayes 1964:123; Huse et al. 1978;
Olson and Wasley 1956:359). Further study is required to determine if innovation in
sweat lodge forms is a recent development. The relative abundance of conical forkedpole structures at seventeenth-century archaeological sites (Keur 1941; Hovezak and
Sesler 2002:427; Wilshusen et al. 2000:191), and in eighteenth-century ethnographic
references (Franciscan Fathers 1910: 341; Mindeleff 1989:500), however, suggests this
was the earliest type built by the Navajo.
The conical forked-pole sweat lodge
The construction of a conical forked-pole sweat lodge has many similarities to
conical forked-pole hogan construction. Like the hogan, the framework of the forkedpole sweat lodge consists of three forked and interlocked poles oriented to the north, west
and south, often augmented with two or more poles on the eastern side; these five poles
support the leaning-log walls (Mindeleff 1898:500). An opening is left between the two
eastern support poles; two forked poles are often set in the ground to either side to hold a
doorway-framing crosspiece. The open area above the door is closed with additional
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horizontal logs; chinking is then applied to fill gaps in the structure exterior. A covering
of mud applied to the structure dries to form a barrier capable of keeping the heated air
inside (Page 1937:20).
Unlike the conical forked-pole hogan, no smoke hole is present in this, or any,
sweat lodge roof. This is not only a practical consideration – it is an important distinction
between sweat lodges and hogans. According to Navajo tradition, someone who takes
shelter in a sweat lodge, especially overnight, must make a hole in the structure ceiling to
make the space safe. The distinction underscores the unique significance of the sweat
lodge in Navajo culture (Kluckhohn et al. 1971:319, 321).
Dugout sweat lodge
Dugout sweat lodges are partially or fully subterranean; they are dug into banks of
earth, which form their walls and determine the orientation of their entryways (Brugge
1956:102). Planks of milled lumber, sheet-metal, logs and baling wire were used to build
the roofs and doorways of a number of these structures in New Mexico, Arizona and
California (Brugge 1956:103; Drover 1985:47, 52; Jett and Spencer 1981: Figure 11.4).
Known examples of dugout sweat lodges have been recorded along historic railroad lines
(Drover 1985:47) and in the Chuska Mountains, where they have not been dated (Brugge
1956:105). Kelley (1986:19) described the separate use of two dugout sweat lodges by
the men and women of a prosperous Navajo household at Sheep Springs, AZ between
A.D. 1800 and Bosque Redondo.
Tipi-form sweat lodge
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Jett and Spencer (1981:194) described tipi-form sweat lodges based on two
examples (Olson and Wasley 1956). These were noted as somewhat similar to the conical
forked-pole sweat lodge, but constructed differently - unforked poles were set into a
round trench, lashed together near their apex, and covered with milled lumber boards and
earth. Jett and Spencer (1981: Figure 11.5) published a diagram of this structure type
which reveals very strong similarities with conical forked-pole sweat lodges.
Leaning-log sweat lodge
Jett and Spencer (1981) describe the leaning-log sweat lodge from two sources,
one of which is an unpublished photograph (Hayes 1964:123) taken at Mesa Verde
National Park in 1964. They (1981:194) describe the photograph as depicting a square,
flat-roofed sweat lodge whose back wall was a fallen tree. Leaned logs formed its walls,
and more logs covered the roof. In the second example, a similarly flat-roofed structure
was set against a slope or bank of earth (Huse et al. 1978:107).
Variation in sweat lodge forms
Jett and Spencer (1981) describe some common variations to the construction
models above: conical forked-pole sweat lodges might have doorway posts lacking any
forks (Jett and Spencer 1981: Figure 11.4), or lack doorway posts entirely; the five main
support poles might also lack forks (Jett and Spencer 1981:194). The addition of
manufactured materials - milled lumber, baling wire, and nails - has added new structural
components to those described in the earlier accounts (Kluckhohn et al. 1971:318;
Mindeleff 1898:500; Page 1937:20). Examples of the incorporation of modern materials
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into sweat lodges include the use of baling wire for holding walls together (Drover 1985:
50), and the use of an automobile door for closing the entry of one 1970 Arizona conical
forked-pole sweat lodge (Jett and Spencer 1981:Figure 11.4).
Archaeological and ethnographic examples of sweat lodges - Dinetah phase
Archaeologically, sweat lodge remains are present at some of the earliest sites
identified as Navajo. Hovezak and Sesler (2002:426-428) identified a Dinetah phase
sweat lodge based on its physical attributes and the presence of a pile of fire-altered rock
adjacent to the feature’s south side. Its builders had excavated its floor to a maximum
depth of .5 meters below the ground surface; a deeper area containing fire-altered rock
and floored by an oxidized surface indicated the location of the area for placing heated
rocks against the southeastern portion of the interior wall. Fire-altered rock had been
deposited outside the sweat lodge adjacent to the same wall.
Analysis of the spatial distribution of sweat lodges in relation to sites on Frances
Mesa, NM (Wilshusen et al. 2000:193) led investigators to infer most of the mesa’s sweat
lodges were associated with the subsequent Gobernador, rather than the early Dinetah
phase, occupation of the mesa. The presence of ephemeral features with fire-altered rock
at sites (Wilshusen et al. 2000:252) and low Dinetah phase population estimates were
cited to support the idea that evidence of sweat lodge use prior to A.D. 1650 had been
obscured by the activities of the subsequent, larger Gobernador phase population.
Gobernador phase
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Many archaeological examples of sweat lodges were recorded in association with
the Gobernador phase Navajo occupation of Frances Mesa (Dykeman 2003: 78;
Wilshusen et al. 2000:193). Those still standing closely resembled the frameworks of
small, conical forked-pole hogans. Others were identified based on collapsed and
scattered structural remains in association with piles of fire-altered rock, or by the sole
presence of rock piles (Wilshusen et al. 2000:193). One sweat lodge (Dykeman 2003:79)
was built against a vertical boulder like some of the more recent leaning-log structures; it
measured 2.4 by 1.3 meters. A standing forked-pole structure tree-ring dated to the A.D.
1730s (Dykeman 2003:79) had a diameter of 1.7 meters and stood .95 meters high. Other
examples of Gobernador phase sweat lodges include one recorded within the defensive
outer walls of the Morris Site 3 pueblito. Carlson (1965:10) described it as the smallest of
the conical forked-pole structures at the site and linked it to a slab-lined fire pit located
more than 20 meters south.
Gobernador phase sweat lodges were almost always isolated from habitations
(Dykeman 2003:79). The shortest distance between a sweat lodge and a hogan on Frances
Mesa was 30 meters; the longest 200 m and the average 100 meters. Investigators used
these distances, and ethnographic references to the historic placement of these structures,
to assign a number of sweat lodges to the Gobernador, rather than the earlier Dinetah
phase. About a third of the sweat lodges were clustered in groups of two to four, and
most were located adjacent to the rim of the mesa. Wilshusen et al. (2000:194) also noted
rock piles below the rim of the mesa, but outside the project area, which they thought
might also belong to the Gobernador phase occupation of Frances Mesa.
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Athough the floors of the sweat lodges were obscured by erosional deposits, two
structures were excavated and provided some data on the structures’ interior
arrangements (Wilshusen et al. 2000:194). A pit measuring roughly 75 by 80cm and
approximately 30cm deep had been excavated into the floor of each structure. Both pits
had been left filled with rocks, presumably after the final use of each. Investigators
measured the volume of rock present at .1 to .2 cubic meters. According to this figure, the
biggest rock piles on Frances Mesa –associated with the occupation of the Frances
Canyon pueblito - were created after roughly 250 uses of one or more sweat lodges.
Some tree ring dates (Wilshusen et al. 2000:195) reported for the sweat lodges of Frances
Mesa also led investigators to speculate that these were refurbished and reused over time.
Cabezon/Del Muerto and De Chelly phases
At Canyon de Chelly, James (1976:28) reported a sweat lodge in association with
one site he believed to belong to the earliest Del Muerto phase of settlement. The poorly
preserved structure consisted of the remains of a recognizably conical framework in
association with fire-altered rocks. It had been built roughly 20 meters downslope from
the nearest hogan, close to the bank of a wash. James (1976:37) notes another sweat
lodge, belonging to the subsequent De Chelly phase, as located between two hogans that
were 80 meters apart. The structure had a recognizable conical form and was flanked by
two piles of rock – fire-altered to the north of the entry, and unburned rock to the south.
The arrangement of fire-altered rock piles corresponds to that of the piles flanking more
recent de Chelly phase sweat lodges (James 1976: 41, 44).
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At Big Bead Mesa, Keur (1941:37) recorded Cabezon phase sweat lodges based
on the presence of fire-altered rock piles. One structure was excavated, and was 1.98
meters in diameter with associated fire-altered rock piles to the northwest and northeast.
As on Frances Mesa and at Canyon de Chelly, almost all the sweat lodges were located
separate from hogan groups. One sweat lodge was recorded 45.72 meters from the base
of the trail leading up the mesa; Keur (1941:37) related its placement to that of
ethnographic examples and suggested it was used for the purification of groups returning
to the mesa after activities like hunting and war.
After Bosque Redondo: circa A.D. 1868 - 1950
James (1976) recorded three sweat lodges at Canyon de Chelly that belonged to
the era after Fort Sumner. All were assigned to the period before 1917 based on
informant interviews and tree-ring dates from the associated habitations. One structure
was located approximately 161 meters northeast of a habitation under a rock escarpment.
Its entry faced east, and was flanked by one pile of fire-altered rock to the north and one
of unaltered stones to the south (James 1976:41). The other two sweat lodges (James
1976:44) were located in a wash; one was roughly 161 meters northeast, and the other
about 340 meters southwest of the associated site. The former was described as having an
east-facing entry and a conical form; a pile of fire-altered rock was located north of its
entry, and one of unaltered stone south. The other sweat lodge was simply described as
being similar to others in the same area.
The Industrial era: post- A.D. 1950
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Kelley (1986:143) attributed decreasing numbers of modern sweat lodges in her
study area to the growing presence of plumbing in homes, and a reduction in the amount
of time available for sweat lodge use due to Navajos’ participation in wage labor
activities. Drover (1985: 50-52) and Brugge (1956:101-104) recorded dugout and conical
forked-pole sweat lodges built by Navajo men who left the Reservation to work on
railroads in California, Arizona and New Mexico beginning in the A.D. 1940s. These
sweat lodges incorporated modern materials, and the entry orientation of the dugout
structures conformed to the orientation of the earthen banks into which they were dug
rather than facing east.
Conclusion
Although modern materials have been incorporated into the construction of
Navajo sweat lodges, the persistence of certain features, such as the eastern orientation of
doorways and the arrangement of the space inside, suggests the active maintenance of
culturally important practices. A statement (Kluckhohn et al. 1971:320) given by one
Navajo interviewee demonstrates a balance between innovation and tradition in recent
sweat lodge forms: despite the fact that sweat lodges built by Navajo railroad workers
were not constructed of juniper, they were built according to ritual requirements and were
used with all the appropriate songs. Warburton’s analysis of changing hogan construction
practices on Black Mesa (1986: 210-212) suggests the operation of similar processes in
the adjustments made there to hogan forms. Change began with the incorporation of
modern materials into traditional hogan forms; eventually, western housing almost
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completely replaced hogans as dwellings on Black Mesa – though they were retained for
ceremonies. Despite a reduction in sweat lodge use among contemporary Navajo (Kelley
1986:193), the lack of a western substitute for all their curative, ritual and social
functions suggests these structures will continue to retain their cultural functions and
importance.
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3. Shades
Structures built to shelter the temporary or seasonal activities of Navajos are
called shades. Shades range from substantial structures like ramadas and lean-tos, to
simpler features of piled or planted brush, called windbreaks. Shades are constructed at
Navajo home sites, temporary camps, and the sites of ceremonial activities (Dean and
Russell 1978, 2002; Kluckhohn et al. 1971: 158-159,160), and are most often used during
warm weather (Dean and Russell 1978; Franciscan Fathers 1910:334; Kluckhohn et al.
1971:159).
Shade types - windbreak shades
Windbreaks are expedient structures, built for temporary shelter; a few forms
serve to demarcate sacred space at ceremonial sites. Windbreaks may be composed solely
of brush; their construction frequently takes advantage of existing features like trees and
boulders, and modern examples may incorporate manufactured materials like cloth,
packing crates, and milled lumber (Jett and Spencer 1981:34; Kluckhohn et al.
1971:160). Windbreaks have been divided into several types based on their construction
by means of stacking, planting or leaning brush and logs (Jett and Spencer 1981:33-36).
Utilitarian windbreaks
The simplest windbreaks are walls of horizontally piled brush, or lines of foliated
brush set upright in the ground (Franciscan Fathers 1910:334; Jett and Spencer 1981:33).
The Franciscan Fathers (1910:334) described such structures built by Navajo travelers,
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herders and traders in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, and Dean and
Russell (1978) noted their use at the temporary camps of Navajo wild food collectors,
agricultural field workers and sheep herders. Dean and Russell (1978) recorded examples
of stacked windbreaks 60 to 90cm tall on Black Mesa which consisted of brush-covered,
horizontally piled logs.
Simple windbreaks of stacked or upright brush may be lengthened to form arcs, or
to enclose areas entirely (Dean and Russell 1978; Jett and Spencer 1981:35). Dean and
Russell (1978) reported semi-circular and circular windbreaks on Black Mesa measuring
3 to 5 meters wide, and less than 1.25 meters tall. When composed of planted brush
uprights, fully enclosure shades are called “corral” and “palisaded” shades (Dean and
Russell 1978; Jett and Spencer 1981:34; Kluckhohn et al. 1971:160). Dean and Russell
(1978) recorded corral windbreaks on Black Mesa measuring 3 to 5 meters wide. The
branches set for their walls were planted 30 to 50 cm into the ground; some of these
inclined inward, forming domed spaces. Historical accounts report blankets and canvas
were used with palisaded shades to block additional light, dust and water (Franciscan
Fathers 1910:334; Jett and Spencer 1981:34, 35; Kluckhohn et al. 1971:160).
Enclosed windbreaks with horizontally stacked walls are frequently called
“brush” or “temporary” hogans; one interviewee (Kluckhohn et al. 1971:160) stated these
have lost much of their importance since the Navajo returned from Fort Sumner. Their
diminishing use illustrates the link between temporary dwellings, and Navajo herding and
farming practices prior to Bosque Redondo, when more land was available for use
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(Kelley 1986: 10). One such shelter described by the Franciscan Fathers (1910:334) was
sufficiently large and sheltered to make a fire; its walls were composed of stacked pinyon
branches, covered with juniper bark. Brush hogans were often mud-plastered (Kluckhohn
et al. 1971:160).
Ritual use
Windbreaks at ceremonial sites may be constructed according to ritual
specifications. One such structure Dean and Russell (2002:148) recorded on Black Mesa
served as the dance enclosure for a 1937 Mountaintop Way ceremony. The enclosure had
an east-facing entry, and contained a minimal amount of dead wood. Some Navajo
express a cultural belief that dead wood is unsafe for use in hogans (Dean and Russell
1978). East-facing dance enclosures are described by the Franciscan Fathers (1910:334),
and feature in Nightway, Beautyway, Shootingway and Windway ceremonies (Jett and
Spencer 1981:35). The Mountaintop Way enclosure Dean and Russell (2002) recorded
has remained undisturbed by subsequent users of the site, who refurbished and reused
other features; avoidance of the enclosure is in keeping with cultural beliefs about the
inadvisability of disturbing structures associated with ceremonial and spiritual forces
(Brugge 1983:186; Dean and Russell 2002:151-152). Shelters used by participants in
ceremonies may also be subject to ritual requirements. An ethnographic account (Haile
1946:13) of another Mountaintop Way ceremony noted that the entries of shelters for
dancers were oriented toward each participant’s home. Jett and Spencer (1981:35) have
described the construction of stacked windbreaks by hunting parties according to ritual
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requirements governing the placement of the branches in the walls, the order in which the
walls were built, and the orientation of shelter entries.
Ramadas
Ramadas are square or rectangular structures with flat roofs supported by vertical
posts. Ramadas have three, four, or no walls, in which one or more doorways may be
present (Dean and Russell 1978). Their use is primarily associated with cooking,
working, and short-term habitation in warm weather (Jett and Spencer 1981:43;
Kluckhohn et al. 1971:160). Ramadas are also built at ceremonial sites, where they serve
many of the same functions, but for larger groups (Dean and Russell 2002:148).
Ramadas are common on Navajo residential sites, where evidence for their
repeated repair demonstrates their importance (Dean and Russell 1978). These structures
provide shade for household tasks such as weaving (Kluckhohn et al. 1971:159), and use
of their roofs has been documented for the drying and storage of crops and fodder (Jett
and Spencer 1981:44; Kluckhohn et al. 1971:159). The term “summer hogans” was
sometimes used to describe ramadas built with all four walls, and were inhabited
seasonally (Jett and Spencer 1981:43).
Ramadas are common across the Reservation today (Jett and Spencer 1981:43;
Kluckhohn et al. 1971:160), and their antiquity is documented by the existence of at least
one example dated to the Gobernador phase occupation of northwestern New Mexico
(Hester and Shiner 1963:9, 14-15). Their shape has led some to attribute their origin to
Puebloan influences (Jett and Spencer 1981:41). Although the builders of contemporary
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ramadas may eschew forked uprights, and incorporate manufactured nails, wire, and
lumber, Jett and Spencer (1981:42) describe modern structures as essentially unchanged
from antecedent forms.
Ramadas at ceremonial sites
Structures built at ceremonial sites may serve the same functions as residential
ramadas, but for larger groups, and often in cold weather (Dean and Russell 2002:148).
Their role as communal structures results in a larger size, and the more frequent
compartmentalization of space within. If all four walls are closed, as is frequently the
case in cold weather, then the number of doors often coincides with the number of
families sharing its use; the interior is usually partitioned accordingly (Jett and Spencer
1981: 42; Kluckhohn et al. 1971: 159).
Archaeological and ethnographic descriptions of ceremonial ramadas illustrate the
characteristics of their communal use. The ramada at Dean and Russell’s (2002:148)
Mountaintop Way site was the largest non-ceremonial feature at the site. Participants in
the ceremony stated that it served for the preparation of food, and the provision of
warmth for those attending the event in late October. Several lean-to shelters had been
constructed against the ramada’s outer walls. A similar ramada (Kluckhohn et al. 1971:
158-159) built for an Enemy Way dance had an east-facing entry and was 15.5 meters
long, 5.5 meters wide, and 2.5 meters high. Three doors were present in its eastern wall,
and canvas walls divided the interior in thirds. Jett and Spencer’s (1981:43) noted that
such ramadas were sometimes referred to as “ceremonial hogans.”
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Archaeological and ethnographic evidence collected by Dean and Russell (2002;
1978) for ritual requirements in the construction of ramadas at ceremonial sites yielded
mixed results. The low proportion of dead wood in the ramada built at the Mountaintop
Way site Dean and Russell (2002:152) recorded on Black Mesa matched that found in the
ceremonial dance enclosure. There was no prohibition, however, against reusing the
wood from the ramada. Interviewees’ statements were also divided as to whether the
wood used in ceremonial ramadas should be freshly cut (Dean and Russell 1978). The
available information suggests a degree of flexibility in the behavior surrounding
ramadas built at ceremonial sites.
Other shades
Less frequently reported shades include lean-to, conical forked-pole, tipi and
corbeled-log roof shades. Of these, the former two are most common. Lean-tos are built
of logs leaned against one or more supports to form a pitched roof resting directly on the
ground. Often, a stringer supported between two vertical posts supports a line of upright
logs on one or both sides, forming a larger shelter (Jett and Spencer 1981:39). Although
one interviewee stated they were a recently acquired shade form (Kluckhohn et al.
1971:160), archaeological examples of the type have been dated to the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries (Jett and Spencer 1981:41; Keur 1941:37, 63). Twentieth century
descriptions of lean-tos note the incorporation of living trees in lieu of support posts in
some structures, and document their use by Navajo traveling, or camping temporarily
near agricultural fields (Franciscan Fathers1910:334; Kluckhohn et al. 1971:160). Lean-
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to shelters were also built to isolate the dangerously ill on home sites (Jett and Spencer
1981:39). Brush and blankets were frequently used to reinforce lean-to shades
(Franciscan Fathers 1910:334).
The Franciscan Fathers (1910: 334) described conical forked-pole shades as
frames of leaned poles with bark, brush, or earthen coverings with a superficial
resemblance to conical forked-pole hogans. Brush structures, resembling tipis in form,
reported in use among parties of Navajo buffalo hunters may belong to this type – or to
tipi shades.
Tipi shades resemble conical forked-pole structures, but their supports are lashed
together near the apex rather than interlocked (Jett and Spencer 1981:38).The origin of
tipi shades is poorly understood. Jett and Spencer (1981:36) suggest their appearance
among the Navajo is due to the influence of the Native American Church. Corbeled-logroof shades consist of a free-standing dome of corbeled logs, such as would be built to
roof a hogan, resting on vertical supports (Franciscan Fathers 1910: 336; Jett and Spencer
1981:45). Frame shades are described from a single example, consisting of milled lumber
uprights for the hanging of canvas, atop a masonry foundation (Jett and Spencer
1981:46). Like frame shades, tipi shades and corbeled-log roof shades are rare; little
information is available on the historic uses of these forms (Jett and Spencer 1981:37-38,
45-46).
Changes in the use of shades over time
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As functional structures linked to agriculture, resource procurement, and
household production, shades are suitable objects for use in identifying trends in Navajo
subsistence over time. The changes Kelley (1986) charted in shades built on Navajo sites
of the McKinley Mine Lease Lands from A.D. 1881 to 1980 reflect shifts in household
economic orientation. Before A.D. 1930, ramadas were common only on residential sites,
where their numbers increased as families worked to maximize household production in
the wake of the curtailment of traditional, land-based subsistence practices like herding
and farming (Kelley 1986:87). After about 1930, ramadas began appearing at sheep
camps, and adjacent to agricultural plots (Kelley 1986:143, 148, 150); this investment in
sites formerly characterized only by expedient architecture was due to the effects of the
Great Depression, and the reduction of Navajo herds with grazing regulation.
After about 1950, many Lease Township Navajo turned to wage labor activities
for subsistence (Kelley 1986:193). These activities demanded a considerable investment
of time away from residential sites, and shades suffered the fate of other structures with
reduced importance to family subsistence. In addition, the availability of electricity meant
that many families simply no longer needed to perform as many activities outdoors.
Many Navajo ceased to maintain separate summer residences for farming or herding at
this time.
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4. Livestock enclosures
Navajo livestock enclosures house domesticated animals – sheep, goats, horses,
and cattle. Their nature and design is wholly utilitarian. Corrals and lambing pens belong
to this feature class (Dean and Russell 1978). Such enclosures are generally rounded or
rectangular and may incorporate existing features like boulders and living trees (Dean
and Russell 1978; Jett and Spencer 1981:160).
Another kind of Navajo enclosure that should be mentioned, if only briefly, is the
game corral. This large, gradually contracting enclosure was built to trap herds of
antelope and deer in open areas. Its construction and use has been associated with ritual
activities (Franciscan Fathers 1910:475; Jett and Spencer 1981:35, 172). A number of
game corrals have been recorded on, and adjacent to the lands of the modern Navajo
Nation. Tree-ring dates for these enclosures range from the late eighteenth to early
twentieth centuries, but many fall in the period immediately after Bosque Redondo. Upon
their release from Fort Sumner, the United States government had pledged to help the
Navajo survive until they could again support themselves. Undelivered food shipments
caused acute stress, and the threat of starvation is probably what led to the construction of
these enclosures (Stokes and Smiley 1966:5). By the early nineteenth century, many
Navajo had managed to regain a measure of prosperity; this coincides with what Jett and
Spencer (1981:170) identify as the end of Navajo game corral construction.
Early examples of Navajo livestock enclosures date to the first half of the
eighteenth century (Wilshusen et al. 2000:212). The economic and social importance of
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keeping livestock to the Navajo has been documented for at least the last two hundred
years (Bailey and Bailey 1986; Bailey 1980; Russell and Dean 1985; Weisiger 2004).
The suite of artifacts associated with Navajo animal husbandry, however, has remained
small and relatively undiversified through this time (Kelley 1986:197). The link between
function and form that characterizes livestock enclosures makes them good sources of
data for changing animal husbandry practices over time. Tree-ring dating has greatly
enhanced the data potential of wooden enclosures by providing a temporal referent for
the episodes of their construction, repair and reuse (Russell and Dean 1985).
Masonry livestock enclosures are also relatively common, though Jett and
Spencer (1981:161) reported them in fewer numbers than those of the wooden variety
across the late nineteenth century Reservation. They attributed masonry construction of
enclosures to a lack of suitable wood in some areas (1981:159). Variation in the choice of
masonry or wood for building the walls of hogans has been attributed to the same cause
(Jett and Spencer 1981:101).
Materials
The construction of corrals and pens for sheep, goats, horses and cattle is
characterized by the expedient selection of materials and a lack of the traditional
guidelines that apply to some other structures. Just as masonry enclosures are built in
environments where stone is more abundant than timber, so the wood used in livestock
enclosures reflects the relative abundance of vegetation in the local environment. For
example, Dean and Russell (1978) noted that the enclosures built in the western part of
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the Reservation most often had walls that were lined with pinyon, juniper, Gambel oak or
sagebrush while enclosures in the east often contained cottonwood and pine.
The preparation of wood used in these enclosures is minimal. Modification is
usually limited to those elements which need to fit a given space, such as gates (Russell
and Dean 1985:8). These characteristics reflect the fact that as little time as possible was
spent building and maintaining the features. Dean and Russell (1978) found that most of
the wood felled for use in building corrals and pens on Black Mesa was harvested during
the summer. In the twentieth century Navajo stockman’s year, summer is the grazing
season - bracketed by the labor-intensive spring lambing time and the breeding and
marketing of sheep and cattle in the fall (Downs 1964:12). The location of lambing pens
near hogans on some sites on Black Mesa indicated to Russell and Dean (1985:13) that
these sites were occupied during the busy lambing season.
Variability in livestock enclosures
Cultural building conventions like those which apply to sweat lodges and hogans
do not apply to the construction of livestock enclosures. The prohibition against using
dead wood that exists for the building of some Navajo structures was not observed in the
construction of sheep and goat corrals on Black Mesa (Russell and Dean 1985:7), not
even at corrals used to house livestock at a ceremonial site (Dean and Russell 2002:162).
Wood salvaged from other structures, freshly cut timber, or collected dead wood may be
used in livestock enclosure construction. Brush is usually cut fresh; this, however, is
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functional – foliated branches provide maximum shade and insulation (Kelley 1986:91;
Russell and Dean 1985:6).
Russell and Dean (1985:5) did note the seeming preference for an eastern entry
orientation for livestock enclosures in one area of Black Mesa, but this practice is widely
considered to be unnecessary by the Navajo (Jett and Spencer 1981:162). The season, and
the anticipated duration, of use are the most important factors in the location and
orientation of livestock enclosures. For example, the winter sheep and goat corrals in
Russell and Dean’s (1985:13) Black Mesa study were most often built facing south or
southeast in order to maximize the incidence of sunlight and promote warmer, drier
conditions. They were often built in locations where livestock were sheltered from the
prevailing west and north winds, and their walls were substantially insulated with brush.
The winter corrals were often built smaller than the summer enclosures in order to force
animals closer together for warmth. Although Kelley (1986:93) has documented the
opposite relationship between winter season and enclosure size in her study area, she was
able to link the increasing area of winter enclosures to economic factors. Families in her
study area were dependent on diverse sources of income, and needed to save time and
labor in the management of their herds; larger enclosures meant more time could elapse
before the wet, dirty conditions within necessitated moving the herd to a clean corral.
As the season and the length of time that an enclosure will be used conditions its
construction, so too will its form be affected by the materials available for building it, and
the type of animal for which it is intended. Jett and Spencer (1981:158-160) recorded the
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manner in which the walls forming livestock enclosures across the Reservation were
built. Simple walls of wood and brush could be constructed by piling materials
horizontally, or by leaning a row of logs upright against stringers held by vertical posts –
they called these deadwood and leaning-log fences. Palisade walls were composed of
logs set upright in the ground. Stake-and-rail and stake-and-rider walls consisted of lines
of single, or paired, vertical posts interwoven with other logs or brush. Masonry walls
usually consisted of tabular, unshaped stones that were dry laid without being coursed.
Modern materials like milled lumber, wire, tires, and auto bodies were freely
incorporated wherever convenient. Jett and Spencer noted many framed, “Anglo style”
gates on twentieth century livestock corrals across the Reservation, but many enclosures
had entries barred with piled brush and standing or horizontal poles (1981:162).
Livestock enclosure types
Dean and Russell (1978) noted the sheep and goat corrals they recorded at Black
Mesa contained smaller wall interstices, and were larger and lower-walled than those
built there for horses. The areas within these corrals varied widely, between 20 and 1500
square meters, but their walls were consistently between 1.2 and 1.5 meters tall. These
enclosures were routinely repaired and reused, up to 30 years after the abandonment of an
associated site. The tree-ring dates from another set of corrals later recorded by Dean and
Russell (2002: 164) confirmed this pattern at Black Mesa, with multiple uses and
episodes of repair across roughly 70 years.
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The walls of horse corrals on Black Mesa ranged from 1.25 to 1.5 meters high.
Historically, horses were not confined on Black Mesa, but permitted to forage for food;
thus, corrals for horses were likely to be small, temporarily used enclosures. Dean and
Russell (1978) cited this circumstance to account for the paucity of these features at the
historic sites in their study area. In the results of a study of a 1937 Mountaintop Way
ceremony, Dean and Russell (2002:151) described the remains of ethnographically
described horse corrals as so ephemeral that they had not at first been identified. Kelley
(1986:197) noted that as recently as the 1980s, most horses on the Defiance Plateau were
still left to roam freely due to the expense of feeding them. Dean and Russell (1978) also
noted a few corrals on Black Mesa for housing cattle; such enclosures were sturdier than
that built for horses and as large as those built to house sheep and goats.
Lambing pens were built in a variety of forms, from a variety of materials to
house orphaned and rejected lambs. Jett and Spencer (1981:163) noted pens for lambs
might be excavated into the ground, and were frequently lined and roofed to provide
insulation and shelter for the newborn animals. For that same reason, they contained little
area per lamb. Such pens were often located adjacent to corrals, or to hogans. Kelley
(1986:89) described the kind of lamb pen that was built on the Defiance Plateau between
1881 and 1930 as constructed of cribbed brush or rocks, and measuring between one and
two meters across. She called this pen suitable for holding two lambs, or one lamb and
one ewe for forcing the feeding of milk. She identified the use of lambing pens as a laborsaving practice in line with the diversification which characterized Navajo subsistence
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from A.D. 1881 until the latter part of the twentieth century when the effects of
industrialization and land loss sent herding into a decline.
Livestock enclosures as indicators of change
Although some have identified the existence of a few Navajo livestock enclosures
as early as A.D. 1730 (Weisiger 2004:264; Wilshusen et al. 2000:212), it is important to
bear in mind that most Navajo livestock enclosures are of more recent vintage. Russell
and Dean (1985:5) noted that the use of sheep and goat corrals by the livestock owners of
Black Mesa was uncommon prior to the 1920s, and the Franciscan Fathers of St.
Michaels (1910: 335) remarked that the Navajo of the late nineteenth century did not
build “stables” for their horses and cattle. Kelley (1986:197) attributed the increasing
frequency of corral and shed construction for horses and cattle on the Defiance Plateau
after 1978 to threats posed by stock theft and motor vehicle traffic.
The advent of domesticated animals in the southwestern United States can be
traced to the establishment of a Spanish colony by Juan de Oñate on the Rio Grande
River at the turn of the seventeenth century (Bailey 1980:50). While the scant remains of
sheep and horses found at some Gobernador phase archaeological sites demonstrates that
the Navajo exploited these animals soon afterward, no enclosures for keeping them have
been associated with these early sites. Neither James (1976:61) nor Keur (1941:46)
reported enclosures for the sites where Cabezon and Del Muerto phase migrants settled at
Big Bead Mesa and Canyon de Chelly. Regardless of when the transition to pastoralism
began, post-A.D. 1800 Navajo were becoming dependent on their herds (Bailey and
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Bailey 1986:19). In A.D. 1863, the United States made Navajo herds a major target of the
Carson campaign to undermine Navajo subsistence and force surrender of the tribe
(Downs 1964:97).
As has been demonstrated, Navajo corrals and pens for housing domestic animals
are functional structures. Therefore, changes in their form over time can indicate Navajo
responses to historic factors affecting subsistence practices. At Black Mesa, Dean and
Russell (1978) noted that after about 1958, the proportion of wood that was taken from
abandoned structures to be reused in corrals and pens increased. Their observation could
be linked to what Warburton (1986:210) described as the delayed, but significant, effects
of 1930s grazing regulation and the Great Depression on traditional subsistence at Black
Mesa. In response to these changes, residents began turning to opportunities for work off
the mesa after about A.D. 1940. This could have contributed to the change Dean and
Russell (1978) observed in wood procurement by reducing the available work force.
Changes in the size of the corrals built to house livestock, particularly sheep, have
been shown to function as an indicator of shifts in Navajo subsistence practices over
time. Kelley (1986:91) linked the increasing size of sheep and goat corrals on the Navajo
home sites of the Defiance Plateau between 1881 and 1980 to the changing subsistence
orientation of the Navajo in response to historic factors. After A.D. 1881, families
became increasingly sedentary due to a loss of grazing land and the need to diversify
their household production. Corrals at the sites of this period grew larger so the animals
could be held in one place for longer periods. The addition of wage labor to the
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subsistence base after World War II accelerated this trend by reducing the amount of time
families had to spend on other activities (Kelley 1986:12). The disappearance of livestock
enclosures from many of these sites after A.D. 1950 suggests that stock-raising is no
longer an important subsistence activity for many of the Defiance Plateau Navajo (Kelley
1986:193).
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CHAPTER FOUR: STRUCTURES PORTRAYING NAVAJO CULTURE AT TWO
HERITAGE SITES
In this chapter, Navajo structures on display at Salmon Ruins Heritage Park and
Rock Art Ranch are compared to historic, ethnographic and archaeological data for
authentic Navajo construction practices. The extent to which structures conform to, or
deviate from, documented Navajo practice forms a foundation for Chapter Five’s
discussion of the portrayal at each site in terms of accuracy, historical period, and
implications for the management of Navajo heritage.
1. Salmon Ruins Heritage Park
The structures comprising Salmon Ruins Heritage Park were built in 1990 at the
San Juan County Archeological Research Center and Library at Salmon Ruins near
Bloomfield, New Mexico. The Navajo structures are spread across an area of
approximately 40m by 13m along wide gravel paths. The site contains a male and female
hogan and nine other features: a wagon, two stacked wood piles, an agricultural
enclosure, an oven, an external hearth, a hitching post, a ramada, and a sweat lodge.
Conical forked-pole hogan, Feature 1
The structure has a main chamber and a vestibule. The chamber measures 2.2m
east to west, and 3.5m north to south. Three interlocked, forked juniper poles are set in
the ground south, west, and north of the interior to support the structure; more than 25
leaners of similar length form its walls and frame the aperture left on its eastern side. The
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Figure 4.1.Map of the Navajo structures at Salmon Ruins Heritage Park
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floor within is excavated more than 5 cm below the ground surface. The north, west and
south supports retain much of their bark; the rest are almost bare. All the wood appears to
be fresh-cut juniper. A partially buried rock-lined hearth is present in the northeastern
quadrant of the structure. The smoke hole is located above the hearth, where the vestibule
and hogan interior join below the apex of the structure.
Log, juniper bark, and mud chinking is visible in the chamber and vestibule walls;
so is fiberglass cloth which serves as backing for the structure’s coating of cement, paint
and sand. Tool marks present in Feature 1 include a few similar to those made by a draw
knife on the doorway; a metal saw was used to trim logs and limbs throughout the hogan.
The doorway is framed by several vertical logs set into the ground on either side
of the opening, two of which are forked. The door lintel rests on these logs and supports
two stringers running back to another lintel set across the chamber opening. The aperture
between the door lintel and the tunnel roof is filled with horizontal juniper logs. Another
log is buried in the ground inside the opening to make a door sill. The doorway measures
63 cm wide and 1.3 meters tall, and is oriented at 110° east of north.
Split juniper log sections are laid horizontally across the stringers to roof the
tunnel. The walls of the vestibule consist of palisaded logs, set upright 1.17m apart for a
distance of 0.9 meters inside the door. From that point, leaning logs are substituted and
the tunnel broadens to meet the chamber opening at a width of 2.94 meters. The height of
the vestibule rises from 1.3m at the door to a height of 1.94m below the smoke hole. The
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Figure 4.2. Salmon Ruins Heritage Park, sketch map of Feature 1.
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lintel supporting the vestibule at the chamber opening is laid across two large logs leaned
against the east side of the hogan. The bases of these large logs rest against the
easternmost leaners of the chamber walls; their thinner, apical ends lie on the ground a
short distance inside the doorway. The vestibule floor was excavated, but has filled with
sand; it appears to slope down slightly towards the interior.
Comparison of Feature 1 data to Navajo construction practices
Vestibules may be constructed in several ways. In the ideal version of the method
in which the Feature 1 vestibule was built, two forked posts set upright in the ground
outside the hogan entry hold a lintel supporting two stringers connecting the chamber to
the outer doorway; logs leaned against, and placed upon, the stringers form the tunnel
(Mindeleff 1898:492; Warburton 1986: Figure 4) Jett and Spencer (1981: 60) described
variations in this form identical to the manner in which the Feature 1 vestibule was
constructed. The southeastern doorway orientation is within the range Kemrer (1974:
Figure 2) identified as summer construction.
The forked poles framing the vestibule doorway suggest the presence of the
entryway stones mentioned in the Blessingway, and the three interlocked poles within the
hogan conform to the ritual requirements. The eastern logs set within the vestibule,
however, do not rest on the central hogan supports, but against leaners positioned farther
east. In traditional accounts of hogan construction (Mindeleff 1898:498), the eastern
poles are placed before any wall logs are added. The orientation of these poles, with their
apices resting on the ground, is also atypical (Mindeleff 1898:491).
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Figure 4.3. Salmon Ruins Heritage Park, Feature 1 interior, the smoke hole; the vestibule
roof is at the top of the photograph, the west support pole at the bottom.
Excavated floors are common in male hogans (Jett and Spencer 1981: 56), and
while benches are also typical, archaeological examples of male hogans from the Dinetah
and Del Muerto phases also lack benches (Hovezak and Sesler 2002: 265-284; James
1976:27). Although male hogan hearths are typically located off-center, toward entries,
their variable placement in conical forked-pole hogans excavated at Big Bead Mesa
indicates some flexibility in this practice (Keur 1941: Table C). The location of the
smoke hole at the juncture of the vestibule and main chamber opening is typical of male
hogans (Jett and Spencer 1981: 57).
Tool marks in Feature 1 include those left by a metal saw and possibly a draw
knife. Neither is typical of male hogan construction; the metal saw remained uncommon
until after A.D. 1900 in the Defiance Plateau area and as late as the A.D. 1930s on Black
Mesa - although sawn logs were present in the doorway of one Black Mesa hogan built
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between A.D. 1900 and A.D. 1910 (Warburton 1986: 180, 185, 213). The outer coating
of cement, sand, and paint covering Feature 1, and the fiberglass cloth used to adhere the
coating to the structure, are modern materials atypical of male hogans; the use of juniper
bark for chinking wall interstices, however, is accurate (Mindeleff 1898:494).
Palisaded hogan, Feature 5
Feature 5 is an octagonal palisaded hogan with a doorway in the eastern wall,
oriented at 82° east of north. Its diameter is 4.55m from east to west, and 4m north to
south. The roof is a low dome of cribbed logs in nine levels; a rectangular smoke hole
was left in the apex, somewhat off-center toward the door. Both dead wood and fresh-cut
logs were used in the roof. A sequence of juniper bark and wood pieces, mud, tar paper,
and metallic hardware cloth were applied to the roof, followed by at least two layers of
cement, paint and sand.
A rectangular, unexcavated hearth is below the smoke hole in the floor; a small
pavement of stone slabs lies adjoining the hearth on its west side, and rectangular
sandstone blocks surround the other three edges. The walls consist of upright fresh-cut
juniper logs, footed upside down in a trench. Their wide tops are notched with a metal
saw to accommodate the logs placed lengthwise on top to support the roof. The wall
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Figure 4.4. Salmon Ruins Heritage Park, sketch map of Palisaded hogan.
interstices are tightly packed with mud mortar. There is no door, and no marks are
present to indicate one ever covered the opening, which measures 87cm wide and is
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1.55m tall. The height of the walls varies around an average of 1.7m tall. The average
length of the walls is 1.8m; individual walls range from 1.7 to 2m long.
Wall logs serve as the door jambs; the door lintel is the log laid atop the eastern
wall to support the roof; and a buried log forms the door sill. The earthen floor is
excavated 11cm below the outside surface. Tar paper and hardware cloth are visible at
the doorway beneath the cement, paint and sand mixture covering the outside of the
walls.
A window, 65 cm wide and 75 cm tall, is present opposite the door in the western
wall. Shorter wall logs, roughly 80cm tall, were used in the west wall to leave a window
aperture. The window lintel was the same log which supported the west wall roof. Three
logs, cut to size, were inserted to frame the window on the sides and form a sill. Features
4 and 9, the enclosure and the sweat lodge, are visible through the window. Two looms
with partially woven rugs are located against the southern and northwestern walls of the
interior. A hook, created by leaving a branch on one wall log, is present in the north wall;
an ear of corn hangs from a rafter above the northwest wall.
Extensive use was made of a metal saw for notching and trimming the limbs of
logs throughout the structure. Some modification with a tool like a draw knife was
present on the door jambs; the concrete on the outside of the structure appeared to have
been smoothed using a whisk hand broom or similar tool.
Comparison of Feature 5 data to Navajo construction practices
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Most hogans built on the McKinley Mine Lease Lands of the Defiance Plateau
between A.D. 1881 and 1930 had six sides, and diameters of approximately 4 meters.
Kelley (1986: 84) identified 4 meters as a minimum diameter for female hogans of this
era, based on the need for walls approximately 2 meters in length to accommodate
sleeping adults. The first octagonal hogan in Warburton’s (1986: 190) sample appeared
on the Defiance Plateau in the A.D. 1950s. Bailey and Bailey (1986:68) linked the initial
appearance of octagonal hogans, near Fort Wingate at the end of the nineteenth century,
with Anglo-American influences.
The eastern orientation of the doorway is consistent with the range Kemrer (1974:
Figure 2) identified with spring construction. The lack of a door is a feature of conical
forked-pole hogans like those described by Mindeleff (1898:494) and the Franciscan
Fathers (1910: 332) around the beginning of the twentieth century; it most likely results
from the hogan’s use as an exhibit, rather than a structure for storage or habitation.
The orientation of the wall logs upside-down is probably due to the placement of
the roof directly on the walls, rather than upon posts placed in the corners of the hogan.
In such cases, milled lumber was frequently placed atop the posts to even wall height
(Jett and Spencer 1981:71). The notching of the uprights in Feature 1 to receive logs
across each wall probably served this purpose.
Jett and Spencer (1981: 71) documented chinking of palisaded hogan walls solely
with mud, and the use of tar paper for covering the outsides of their walls. Warburton
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(1986: 190, 213) first noted tar paper in the structures she sampled on the Defiance
Plateau during the A.D. 1950s; it appeared in Black Mesa dwellings in the A.D. 1960s.
The location of the window in the western wall of Feature 1 accords with Navajo
beliefs about avoiding north, the direction associated with spiritual danger (Newcomb
1940: 23). Windows in hogans are poorly documented. Warburton (1986: 183) noted one
south-facing window in a Black Mesa hogan built between A.D. 1910 and 1920, and
three windows in other hogans dating from the A.D. 1930s; an early reference to a hogan
with a window was recorded in 1903 (Jett and Spencer 1981:19).
The floors within female hogans are frequently excavated. One account
(Kluckhohn et al. 1971: 107) of female hogan construction relates how the dirt excavated
from the floor inside the structure was mixed with water and used to chink the interior
walls. The location of the hearth off-center towards the door, and the smoke hole above it
in the apex of the roof, are consistent with the locations of these features in most Navajo
hogans. The looms that were placed against the southern and northwestern walls suggest
weaving took place in the structure. Weaving was an important component of the
intensified household production that characterized the subsistence practices of historic
Navajo who had lost the lands traditionally used for subsistence. Weaving was an
important source of income for Navajo living in the area around Fort Defiance in the
years after the coming of the railroad, particularly after A.D. 1900 (Kelley 1986: 35).
Features associated with Feature 5: wagon, Feature 2
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Feature 2 is the wheels, undercarriage, bed and tongue of a wagon composed
primarily of wood; the axles, wheels, and bed are made of milled lumber and the tongue
is a long juniper log. Relatively few flat and round pieces of metal trim the wheels,
comprise a few moving parts and reinforce the wagon’s wooden components.
The Navajo began to acquire wagons in the late nineteenth century, primarily
through the government, which used wagons as payment for Navajo labor on road
projects and offered them for purchase at reduced rates on extended payment plans.
Wagons were reported to be widespread among Navajos near Farmington by 1907, but
remained uncommon among western Navajos until after A.D. 1917 (Bailey and Bailey
1986: 166-168). Downs (1964: 23) noted wagons remained important on Black Mesa
during the A.D. 1960s, but residents of the eastern part of the Reservation largely
replaced wagons with automobiles during the same decade. While wagons lingered into
the A.D. 1970s in rural areas such as Black Mesa, the majority of Navajos no longer
relied on them for hauling or transportation (Bailey and Bailey 1986: 268).
Stacked wood pile, Feature 3
The center of this large pile of bark-free, partially rotted juniper logs is located
3.5m northwest of Feature 5 at 320° east of north. Most of the logs are oriented northwest
to southeast; many of them exceed 1.5m in length.
Wood piles are commonly located near hogan doors, often northeast of them
(Brugge 1983: 186). They are associated with sites where habitations were heated using
wood burning stoves, and with sites lacking stoves whose occupation was of especially
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long duration. On the lands of the McKinley Mine Lease, the switch from heating with
hearths to stoves occurred between A.D. 1881 and 1930 and was associated with the
construction of female hogans and log cabins (Kelley 1986: 86, 142). Wood piles are not
associated with sites whose occupants lacked metal axes (Brugge 1983: 186).
Enclosure, Feature 4
This enclosure lies directly behind Feature 5, beyond its west-facing window. It is
an irregular rectangle measuring approximately 4 meters from north to south and 3.5
meters from east to west. No gate is present in the walls, formed by seven juniper-log
uprights placed in the ground. Two sets of stringers, one wired on near the base of the
uprights, another under their apices, support about 15 smaller log and branch uprights and
a mesh of poultry cloth covering the interior of the enclosure walls. Nothing was present
inside the enclosure at the time it was recorded.
Jett and Spencer (1981:161) reported that agricultural areas were rarely fenced
before about A.D. 1970, and did not mention gardens among the typical features of sites.
Downs (1964:45) reported that the needs of the sheep herds belonging to the twentieth
century Navajo residents of Black Mesa factored much more into the selection of summer
residence sites than did sites’ proximity to areas suitable for agriculture.
Hitching post, Feature 6
Feature 6 is a hitching-post located a few meters south of the door of Feature 5 at
185° east of north. Two forked juniper uprights are set in the ground supporting a
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juniper-log stringer at a height of about 1 meter. Downs (1964: 51) described hitching
posts in use around Black Mesa in the mid-twentieth century for the temporary
confinement of horses that were otherwise left to graze, with or without hobbles. Corrals
built for horses were used as little as possible to minimize the necessity of feeding and
watering the animals.
Oven, Feature 7
Feature 7 has a domed shape and an east-facing opening approximately 20
centimeters square. It consists of about 13 courses of shaped sandstone blocks set in mud
mortar to a height of 80 cm. It is nearly round, with east to west and north to south
diameters of 1.1 and 1.15 meters, respectively. A sandstone floor inside the oven raises it
above the ground surface; the interior is only 60 cm tall. Red sandstone present in the top
four courses is distinct from the yellowish stone used for the rest of the feature and
suggests repair.
Feature 7 is the type called a beehive, or corbeled-stone oven for its domed shape
and construction (Jett and Spencer 1981: 180). These structures were more common in
the eastern part of the reservation, and were thought to have been adopted from Hispanic
settlers in historic times (Franciscan Fathers 1910: 218; Kluckhohn et al. 1971: 133-134).
Ovens function as labor saving devices that permit the baking of bread while the baker is
left free to perform other tasks. They were associated with sites containing female hogans
or cabins between A.D. 1881 and 1930 on the McKinley Mine Lease lands of the
Defiance Plateau. Ovens are associated with the high number and variety of features built
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on the residence sites of this era, whose occupation was characterized by intensified
household production and longer stays at sites (Kelley 1986:87).
External hearth, Feature 8
Feature 8 is a rough circle of large sandstone rocks about 65 centimeters square
on the surface of the ground about 6m southwest of Feature 5 at 205°east of north. The
locations of external hearths belonging to Gobernador phase occupations near Frances
Mesa were only loosely patterned in regard to hogans (Dykeman 2003: Figure 33);
historic examples, however, are often located south or southeast of hogan doors (Brugge
1983: 187).
Sweat lodge, Feature 9
The interior of the conical forked-pole sweat lodge is 1.44m high at its apex; the
rounded floor measures 2.1 m from east to west, and 2.25 m from north to south. The
floor is excavated 35 cm into the ground inside the walls. All the wood used in Feature 9
appears to be fresh-cut juniper. Five interlocking forked poles, oriented according to the
cardinal directions, support walls of leaning logs. Two of these flank the east-facing
entry, oriented at 80° east of north.
The doorway consists of a log lintel placed on branches left protruding from two
leaners flanking the entry. Two buried logs form the sill. Split logs are placed round side
out to cover the opening above the lintel. Light chinking of juniper bark, juniper wood
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and milled lumber is visible in the walls of the structure, which are covered in fiberglass
concrete backer board to support an exterior coating of cement, sand and paint.
The sweat lodge is located 10 meters from Feature 10, the ramada, and is visible
from the structure. Feature 5, the palisaded hogan, is about 15 meters northeast of Feature
9. A few rounded cobbles and sandstone pieces are concentrated against the northern wall
of the sweat lodge interior. All interior logs had been trimmed and cut with a metal saw.
Two posts providing additional support for the lintel on the outside of the doorway
appeared to have originally been cut with a metal ax, and subsequently notched with a
saw.
Comparison of Feature 9 data to Navajo construction practices
The outer coating of cement, sand and paint on Feature 9 was designed to
preserve the structure, and is not factored into the analysis. Otherwise, the use of modern
materials is limited to a small amount of milled lumber incorporated as wall chinking,
and the metal saw used to cut and trim the logs. Saws were uncommon until after A.D.
1900 in the Defiance Plateau region and as late as the A.D. 1930s on Black Mesa,
although sawn logs were present in the doorway of one Black Mesa hogan built between
A.D. 1900 and A.D. 1910 (Warburton 1986: 180, 185, 213).
The size of Feature 9 and the depth of its floor are within the range of
measurements for Navajo sweat lodges identified in Chapter Three. The placement of the
five interlocked poles supporting the structure corresponds to descriptions of traditional
Navajo sweat lodges (Mindeleff 1898: 500). Feature 9 has door a sill, which is not
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described in ethnographic and archaeological descriptions of sweat lodges, but the eastern
orientation of its door is consistent with that of most other structures (Brugge 1956: 102;
Kluckhohn et al. 1971: 320, 325; Mindeleff 1898: 500).

Figure 4.5. Photograph of the forked, interlocked poles supporting Feature 9 at
Salmon Ruins Heritage Park; the east-facing door is below the split logs visible at the
bottom of the photograph.
The branches left to protrude from the leaners and support the lintel appear to
emulate forked posts Page (1937:20) described as set in the earth at either side of a sweat
lodge entry for that purpose. Jett and Spencer (1981: 57) described the similar use of
branches for the support of hogan lintels.
Although the exclusive use of fresh-cut wood in Feature 9 conflicts with evidence
suggesting a Navajo bias for dead wood in sweat lodge construction, statements made by
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the builders of Navajo sweat lodges on Black Mesa demonstrate variability in the
observance of this practice (Dean and Russell 1978).
The placement of rocks along the northern edge of the interior is in accord with
archaeological and ethnographic descriptions of traditional sweat lodge use (Brugge
1956:102; Kluckhohn et al. 1971: 318, 321). The lack of fire-altered rock adjacent to the
structure is somewhat atypical; sweat lodges across all periods of Navajo history are
associated with piles of discarded fire-altered rock (Brugge 1956: 102; Hovezak and
Sesler 2002: 426-428; Hurt 1942: 91; James 1976:28; Kluckhohn et al. 1971: 321; Keur
1941: 37; Wilshusen et al. 2000: 193).
The location of Feature 9 does not conform to the well documented Navajo
preference for privacy during use (Downs 1964: 84; Mindeleff 1898: 502; Kluckhohn et
al. 1971: 317, 325). The sweat lodge is visible from the window in Feature 5, which is
approximately 15 meters northeast of the sweat lodge at 48° east of north. The ramada,
Feature 10, is only 10 meters away. Feature 9 does not contain a west or north-facing
door, nor lie at a cardinal direction from the female hogan, both traits which may indicate
the use of sweat lodges for ceremonies (Brugge 1956: 102; Jett and Spencer 1981: 197).
Stacked wood pile, Feature 11
Feature 11 is a pile of approximately 15 sawn juniper logs stacked on the ground
2m east of Feature 10 at 74° east of north. The logs are oriented roughly north-south. The
location of this wood pile is consistent with information concerning the variation in the
placement of hearths for heating sweat lodge rocks in close proximity to structure doors.
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Hearths are close to sweat lodges at variable orientations to the door. A historic sweat
lodge used in California (Drover 1985: 50) demonstrates it was not necessary to construct
a formal hearth for heating these rocks.
Ramada, Feature 10
The ramada was located southwest of Feature 5 at approximately 200° east of
north. The rectangular structure was supported by one cottonwood and five juniper posts,
set in the ground with their forked ends up. The cottonwood post retains its bark, and the
juniper posts do not. Stringers closed the southern, western and northern walls of the
structure, whose opening was oriented northeast at 45° east of north. The height of the
opening was 2.12 meters; the back of the ramada was 1.8m tall. The southern wall was
3m, the western wall 3.58m and the northern wall 2.9m long.
Stringers were wired onto the walls at half their height, and laid in the forks along
the tops of the north and south walls. Two poles were laid over the north and south ends
of these to complete the outline of the roof. All of these were juniper; the presence of
beetle galleries on a few of the weathered poles suggested they were not all freshly cut.
One of the stringers has been fresh-cut, and retained its bark. This log and the lone
cottonwood upright may indicate repairs to the ramada. The walls were covered in hog
mesh and the roof in chicken wire; brush was placed on top and interwoven in the wire
walls to shade the space. Baling wire was used to hold the mesh onto the logs, and fasten
logs together.
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A frame of milled lumber boards, set on edge, was nailed to the base of the six
support posts to surround the ramada floor. Within the outline were numerous manos and
metates; some of these were sandstone, and others were assembled from modern
materials like bricks and cement. These items, and the frame, suggest the ramada hosts
demonstrations of traditional methods of food processing for visitors.
Comparison of Feature 10 data to Navajo construction practices
Ceremonial ramadas are distinguished from utilitarian ramada based on their
greater size, evidence that the space within was divided among family groups, and the
proximity of the structures to other ceremonial features. The absence of dead wood has
been suggested as a feature of ceremonial ramadas (Dean and Russell 2002:148, 152; Jett
and Spencer 1981: 42; Kluckhohn et al. 1971: 159). None of these characteristics were
noted in Feature 10, identifying it as a utilitarian structure.
Jett and Spencer (1981: 42) described manufactured materials like baling wire and
wire mesh as widespread among late twentieth century ramadas. The presence of mealing
paraphernalia is compatible with the typical uses of ramadas for sheltering activities
associated with the processing and cooking of food, and production activities like
weaving at warm weather residential sites (Dean and Russell 1978; Jett and Spencer
1981: 43; Kluckhohn et al. 1971: 160).
2. Rock Art Ranch
The timing of feature construction at the Rock Art Ranch Navajo site remains
uncertain. Samples taken from the wooden elements of structures in 2012 failed to match
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Figure 4.6. Rock Art Ranch Navajo site, sketch map.
regional tree-ring chronologies. The only record of this site is a report published by the
Museum of Northern Arizona in 1977; it documented the existence of Feature 2, the
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masonry room, which was registered as NA 15065. The features comprising the Rock Art
Ranch Navajo site are present over an area of approximately 90m by 45m on gently
sloping ground sheltered by a sandstone outcrop. A female hogan, a standing wood pile,
an external hearth, a ramada, a possible ash dump and a livestock enclosure are located at
the south end of the site. A sweat lodge, external hearth, and two wood piles are in the
north part of the site, near the masonry room; a wagon, another wood pile, and two piles
of sherds marked with signs are located between those two areas.
Masonry room, Feature 2
The masonry room is located approximately 26m southwest of Feature 3, at 230°
east of north. This structure was recorded in 1977 (Keller 1977: 6-7) in association with
historic trash; a small sandstone enclosure was built against its northern side. Feature 2
was registered as archaeological site NA 15065, and no other structures were listed on the
site form. The shelter was attributed to twentieth century shepherds of Hispanic or Anglo
origin based on artifacts and a historic inscription bearing several names and the year
1937. In 2012, the ancillary enclosure was no longer present, but historic artifacts were
concentrated in that area. A sandstone mano and metate were present in the northeastern
corner of the room interior. Although Feature 2 is associated with the other structures
mainly by proximity, the Navajo did, in fact, use stacked masonry and mortar to create
storage features. Many of these are documented in caves and cliff shelters in the Canyon
de Chelly area, and some of these were quite large. Unlike Feature 2, the storage features
were roofed and tightly sealed (Jett and Spencer 1981: 189-190; Figure 10.18).
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Sweat lodge, Feature 3
The exterior of the conical forked-pole sweat lodge measures 1.75m tall, 2.1m
from east to west and 2.4 meters from north to south. The western side of the interior is
excavated 15 to 20cm below the surface to create a flat floor in the east-sloping ground.
A few basalt rocks are present near the center of the floor. All the wood is juniper, none
of which appears to be fresh-cut; some logs exhibit end rot suggestive of prior use as
fence posts. All visible log ends and limbs are trimmed with a metal ax. Feature 3 is
located approximately 55 meters north and a few degrees west of Feature 5, the masonry
hogan, from which it is clearly visible.
Feature 3 consists of logs leaned against a framework of seven unforked poles
whose tops are lashed together with baling wire inside the structure. Although the entry is
located in a gap between two of these supports, the logs do not appear purposely oriented
to the cardinal directions, and do not directly flank the opening, which is oriented at 90°
east of north. The doorway consists of a log lintel fastened to the adjacent door posts with
baling wire 1 meter above the ground surface; no door sill is present. Split logs are placed
rounded side out to cover the opening above the lintel. Juniper bark and juniper wood
chinking is visible in the walls of the structure, which are covered in clay matching the
color and sandstone content of the surrounding surface. Baling wire is visible wrapped
around Feature 3 under this coating.
Comparison of Feature 3 to Navajo construction practices
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The eastern orientation of the doorway (Brugge 1956:10) and the excavation of
the floor are typical of most sweat lodges (Jett and Spencer 1981: 193). The number and
placement of the seven logs supporting Feature 3 does not accord with descriptions of
traditional sweat lodge construction; the lack of forks on posts, however, is a documented

Figure 4.7. Rock Art Ranch, photograph of Feature 3, sweat lodge.
variation (Jett and Spencer 1981: 194). Sweat lodges built in California by Navajo
railroad workers used baling wire similarly to Feature 3, for binding the apical ends of
support logs (Drover 1985:50); the frameworks of twentieth century tipi-form sweat
lodges are also lashed together with baling wire (Olson and Wasley 1956).
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A preference for using basalt rocks has been recorded among some Navajo sweat
lodge users (Kluckhohn et al. 1971:327-328), as has a bias for dead juniper wood in
sweat lodge construction (Dean and Russell 1978). The wood in Feature 3 might be
considered ritually correct, as it was dead when selected for reuse. Metal axes like the
one used to trim the feature’s logs became common after Bosque Redondo, although a
few Gobernador phase structures also show the marks of metal axes (Carlson 1965:10;
Towner 1997).
The proximity of Feature 3 to the associated stacked wood pile and hearth –
Features 11 and 6, respectively – is realistic. The location of hearths near, and frequently
in front of, sweat lodge doors is described in Chapter Three. The location of Feature 1, a
standing wood pile, west of Feature 3 does not conform to the documented arrangement
of items stockpiled for use near sweat lodges; such materials are stored to one or both
sides of the structure door. The lack of fire-altered rock adjacent to the structure is
atypical; sweat lodges are usually accompanied by these features.
Although Feature 3 is located approximately 60 meters north of Feature 5, at 8°
west of north, its location affords no privacy; this is atypical for conventionally used
sweat lodges. The location of Feature 3 50 meters distant from the bed of Chimney
Canyon Wash, an intermittent stream with a permanent supply of clean sand, is similarly
remarkable. Locations adjacent to streambeds are cited as desirable for building sweat
lodges (Downs 1964: 84; Mindeleff 1898: 502; Kluckhohn et al. 1971: 317, 325), and
archaeological examples are often found in close proximity to them (Wilshusen et al.
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2000: 194). The lack of a west- or north-facing doorway makes it unlikely that the
anomalous placement of Feature 3 is due to ceremonial use.
Stacked wood pile, Feature 6
Feature 6 is composed of seven bare, weathered juniper logs and 10
juniper branches stacked loosely together on the ground 1m west of Feature 11. The long
axes of most pieces were oriented northeast to southwest. A metal ax was used to trim
one end, and a metal saw the other, of most pieces. Three of these exhibited socket rot
typical of fence posts, and one bore a groove around its circumference such as a wire
makes over time. Feature 6 was located approximately 2m northeast of Feature 3, the
sweat lodge, at 35° east of north. The location of the wood pile next to the hearth, Feature
11, is consistent with information concerning the placement of fires for heating rocks
outside of sweat lodges.
External hearth, Feature 11
Feature 11 is a hearth excavated approximately 20cm into the ground surface and
lined with basalt blocks. The northern half of the pit outline was broken and disordered; it
covered an area measuring 1.05m north to south and 1.16m east to west. Feature 11 was
located approximately 3m from Feature 3, the sweat lodge, at 80° east of north. The
location of Feature 11 is consistent with the range of variation in historical and
archaeological hearths found in association with Navajo sweat lodges (see Chapter
Three).
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Standing wood pile, Feature 1
Feature 1 is composed of 21 bare, weathered juniper logs leaned together to form
a cone 2.1m tall with a base 2 meters in diameter. Barbed wire lashes the tops of the logs
together. Eleven logs have end rot characteristic of prior use as fence posts; one nail,
three staple holes, and a groove worn into the wood by a wire loop are present on three of
the logs. Feature 1 was located approximately 12m west of Feature 3, the sweat lodge, at
270° east of north. Unlike Feature 1, the wood piles at historic Navajo sites are typically
located in close proximity to female hogans (Brugge 1983: 186).
Standing wood pile, Feature 4
Feature 4 is composed of 17 bare, weathered juniper logs leaned together to form
a cone 2m tall with a base 1.55 meters in diameter. Baling wire lashes the tops of the logs
together. Fifteen logs have end rot characteristic of prior use as fence posts, one on both
ends; three nails and one staple are also present. Feature 4 is located approximately 27m
northwest of the hogan, at 323° east of north; it stands next to Feature 12, the wagon, in
approximately the center of the site. Unlike Feature 4, the wood piles at historic Navajo
sites are typically located in close proximity to female hogans (Brugge 1983: 186).
Wagon, Feature 12
Feature 12 is the wheels, undercarriage, bed and tongue of a wagon. The wheels
and a few moving parts around them are metal, while the axles and most of the rest of the
wagon are wood. The tongue was a long square piece of milled lumber; a wooden
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crosspiece and some additional hardware was present where it joined the box, indicating
two or more horses could be hitched to the wagon. Feature 12 is located approximately
29m northwest of Feature 5 at 320° east of north. The information about wagons
provided under Salmon Ruins Heritage Park, Feature 2, applies also to this feature.
Masonry hogan, Feature 5
Feature 5 is an octagonal masonry hogan with an east-facing entry oriented at 90°
east of north. The interior measures 4.9m from east-west and 4.8m north-south. The sides
and top of the doorway are framed by three square posts of milled lumber measuring
approximately 6 in. Marks left by hinge plates on the northern door post, and the addition
of an inset doorway composed of milled lumber jambs, lintel, and sill indicate a door was
once present. The height of the door between lintel and sill is 1.55m. The weathering of
the milled lumber precluded determining the manner in which it had been cut. The wall
masonry is faced at the doorway to articulate with the vertical door posts; gaps between
the wood and the wall are packed with mud mortar and chinked with small stones.
Facets and marks on the sandstone wall blocks indicated the masonry was shaped.
The color and texture of many stones is different from the adjacent outcrop, and the
blocks lack the white calcrete deposits typical of the local stone. The masonry is laid in
rough courses exhibiting the most regularity at the bases of the walls. The placement of
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Figure 4.8. Rock Art Ranch, Feature 5, Masonry hogan sketch map.
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large rocks to stabilize five horizontal slabs set in the southeast, south, west, north, and
northwest walls causes the irregularity of the courses near the wall tops; these slabs
protrude 10 to 20cm into the hogan, where they form shelves. Masonry belonging to
different walls does not interfinger at the corners of the structure. A vertical piece of 1.5
in rebar was visible in the joint between the southeast and south walls in the winter of
2011; it was obscured by the replastering of the hogan exterior in the summer of 2012.
The height of the hogan walls varies around an average of 1.55m tall. The average length
of the walls was 1.9m; individual walls range from 1.8 to 2m long.
Milled lumber is visible laid along the tops of the west and southern walls under
the lowest roof logs. The cribbed roof consists of reused and fresh-cut juniper logs laid in
seven layers; all exhibit trimming and cutting marks from a metal ax. Many roof logs
exhibit end rot and other signs of reuse; some of the freshly cut logs had been debarked,
while others retain bark. Juniper bark chinking was visible in the roof interstices. The
outside of the roof is mounded with earth matching the color and consistency of the site
surface. Eaves consisting of fresh-cut juniper logs are wired around the lower edges of
the roof to retain the mud covering. The smoke hole is the uncovered apex of the cribbed
roof, off-center towards the hogan entry.
In the floor beneath the smoke hole is a hearth, excavated to 20cm below the
surface and lined with blocks of dark rock, probably basalt. Small pieces of wood are
placed inside to underscore its function. The floor inside the hogan is level with the
ground outside. Masonry shelves 10 to 20cm wide are present on the southeast, south,
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west, north, and northwest walls, and items are hung from roof logs and placed on the
floor around the walls. Southeast of the door, a set of sheep shears, a bridle and a plow
collar are suspended from the roof around an empty masonry shelf. A sandstone mano
and metate are present beneath the shelf in the southern wall. The entire southwest wall is
covered by a badger skin hanging from the rafters; the western wall contains one shelf. A
saddle hangs before the northwestern wall, and another mano and metate are present on
the floor at the corner between the northern and northeastern walls, between shelves set
near the top of each. Eleven ears of corn hang interspersed from roof logs among the
other objects.
Comparison of Feature 5 to Navajo construction practices
Although Bailey and Bailey (1986: 174) placed the inception of masonry hogan
construction at the end of the nineteenth century, masonry hogans were identified as early
as 1821 in the data collected for the Navajo Land Claims Surveys (Thompson 2009:
Figure 6.16) and Keur (1941:21) recorded eighteenth century hogans with standing
masonry walls in excess of 1m tall at Big Bead Mesa. Recently constructed masonry
hogans incorporate milled lumber doorways and other manufactured materials; one
contained a concrete floor (Jett and Spencer 1981: 99-105).
The walls of Feature 5 are constructed in the manner of abutting log hogans,
which are characterized by horizontally stacked walls that do not interfinger or overlap.
The rebar that was visible at the joint of two of these walls may have served to define
their length and orientation for construction; whether it contributes to the walls’ support
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could not be determined. Keur (1941:26) described a Cabezon phase masonry hogan
from Big Bead Mesa whose standing wall was supported by a vertical post. One

Figure 4.9. Rock Art Ranch, photograph of Feature 5, Masonry Hogan.
illustration of a masonry hogan similar to Feature 5, taken in 1970, was published by Jett
and Spencer (1981: Figure 5.55).
The eastern doorway orientation is consistent with the range Kemrer (1974:
Figure 2) identified with midsummer hogan construction. Milled lumber doorways
appeared during the A.D. 1930s on the Defiance Plateau and the A.D. 1920s on Black
Mesa (Warburton 1986: 185, 204). The use of lumber for evening the tops hogan walls
beneath the roof was described by Jett and Spencer (1981:71) from twentieth century
palisaded hogans. Information concerning the timing of octagonal hogan construction
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found in the discussion of the palisaded hogan at Salmon Ruins Heritage Park may also
apply to Feature 5.
The distribution of the shelves in the walls and the features placed inside the
hogan provide an opportunity for examining the portrayal of space within the structure. In
traditional hogans, everyday male activities and belongings are located in the southern
portion of the hogan, and female ones to the north. The western and larger half of the
structure is used for sleeping, for storing large items, and for activities that require a large
amount of space. These patterns are frequently modified according to convenience. In
Feature 5, objects associated with horses and sheep are located south of the door, in the
male part of the hogan. The placement of a saddle in the northwestern part of the
structure is in keeping with the practice of putting very large items in this more spacious
area. The badger skin is very large, covering the entire southwestern wall; since the rear
part of a hogan is associated with sleeping space, the hide could represent bedding. The
mano and metate, associated with the grinding of corn and other plant foods, seem out of
place against the southern wall. The mano and metate on the northern wall are within the
area traditionally associated with food preparation and other tasks typically performed by
women. The hogan shelves are not placed in an arbitrary manner, but concentrated within
male and female activity areas where items of daily use are most likely to be stored.
When ceremonially used, sand painting and other activities take place in the
spacious western area of hogans, and the seating arrangements of men and women may
be reversed from the usual orientation. Ceremonial divisions of space are more rigorously
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adhered to than those for everyday use (Brugge 1983:188; Kelley 1982:84; Kent
1983:84). If Feature 5 was a ceremonial hogan, then the metates and manos could
represent equipment for grinding the sand, pigment and pollen used for making sand
paintings together. A ceremonial hogan often contains a recess at the base of the western
wall; it is possible the shelf in the west wall of Feature 5 was placed with this association
in mind (Downs 1972:101; Jett and Spencer 1981: 23; Mindeleff 1898: 513).
Standing wood pile, Feature 7
Feature 7 is composed of 19 bare, weathered juniper logs leaned together to form
a cone 1.8m tall with a base 1.55 meters in diameter. Baling wire lashes the tops of the
logs together. Seven logs have end rot characteristic of prior use as fence posts; another
log has a groove around its circumference such as wire wears into wood over time.
Feature 7 is located approximately 2.5m east of the hogan’s door at 92° east of north.
Feature 7 is the only wood pile in close proximity to the hogan. The location of
Feature 7 conflicts with Haile’s (1942:51) observation that the areas due east of hogan
doors were kept unobstructed by their residents. Wood piles are commonly located
northeast of hogan doors (Brugge 1983: 186). They are associated with sites whose
habitations were heated using wood burning stoves, and with sites lacking stoves whose
occupation was of especially long duration. On the lands of the McKinley Mine Lease,
the switch from hearths to stoves for heating dwellings occurred between A.D. 1881 and
1930; stoves were associated with female hogans and log cabins (Kelley 1986: 86, 142).
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Wood piles are not associated with sites whose occupants lacked metal axes (Brugge
1983: 186).
External hearth, Feature 10
Feature 10 is a hearth excavated approximately 18 cm into the ground surface
lined with dark basalt blocks and small sandstone pieces. It measures 1.1m north to south
and 1.2m east to west. Feature 10 is located approximately 3 meters east of the hogan
door at 88° east of north. The locations of external hearths belonging to Gobernador
phase occupations around Frances Mesa were only loosely patterned in regard to hogans
(Dykeman 2003: Figure 33); historic examples, however, are commonly located south or
southeast of hogan doors (Brugge 1983: 187). The location of Feature 10 is inconsistent
with the historic custom Haile (1942:51) cited for keeping areas due east of hogan doors
unobstructed.
Possible ash dump, Feature 13
The potential ash dump is an ephemeral concentration of charcoal flecks and
wood chips a few meters north of the masonry hogan door at 5° east of north. It covers an
area approximately 10 by 6 meters down the slope down towards an intermittent
drainage. Ash dumps are associated with Navajo dwellings and have temporally patterned
distributions on historic Navajo sites (Brugge 1983; Kelley 1986). Ash piles on the
McKinley Mine Lease lands moved farther away from hogans as they grew larger; their
growth was in response to the adoption of wood burning stoves and larger dwellings at
residential sites after A.D. 1881. Kelley (1982: 65-66) attributed the usual location of
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ashes northeast of hogan doors to the right-handedness of most Navajo, documenting
southerly ash dumps at sites where left-handed Navajos were known to reside. The
presence of wood chips in Feature 13 suggests it might also be a general activity area.
Areas northeast of hogan doors are associated with household activities like the chopping
and storage of wood, food processing, and stone tool production at historic and
prehistoric Navajo sites (Brugge 1983:186; Haile 1942:51).
Ramada, Feature 8
Feature 8 is a rectangular structure supported by seven juniper posts set in the
ground with their forked ends up. Large sandstone slabs help to stabilize the base of each
post. Six stringers are wired and nailed to the support posts at half their height, and again
near their apical ends; these define the south, west and north walls of the structure and
frame the edges of the roof. A pole is also laid across the top of the open east side,
oriented due east at 90° east of north.
The ramada is 1.8 meters tall in the center of the structure. Its roof consists of one
long pole laid across the structure from east to west, and five shorter poles that span it
from north to south; these are covered in hog wire to help support a covering of foliated
juniper branches. Barbed wire is visible connecting the roof logs to the stringers at the
tops of the walls. All of the logs are fresh-cut juniper poles with bark, cut using a metal
ax.
Much larger juniper logs are leaned vertically against the ramada to augment the
south and west walls. All these are reused; some originate from within standing wood
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piles sampled during the previous year, and others are entirely new to the site. End rot,
nails, notches, and areas of wear suggest some of these functioned originally as fence and
gate posts. No features are present within the ramada, which is located about 8m
southwest of the hogan door at approximately 220° east of north.
Comparison of Feature 8 to Navajo construction practices
The size of Feature 8 suggests it was a utilitarian structure (see the discussion of
Feature 10 at Salmon Ruins Heritage Park for traits associated with ceremonial ramadas).
The presence of additional logs leaned against the south and west walls suggest the
ramada was intended for use during summer, when heat and strong winds from the
southwest prevail locally. Leaned-log walls are common features of Navajo built ramadas
(Jett and Spencer 1981: 40). The nails, barbed wire, and wire mesh incorporated in the
roof and walls of the structure are among features which Jett and Spencer (1981: 42)
described as typical of late twentieth century ramadas. No features were present inside
Feature 8 to suggest what activities the ramada was constructed to shelter.
Masonry-walled enclosure, Feature 9
Feature 9 is a wall of unshaped, tabular, dry laid sandstone one slab wide. Thicker
and longer slabs are used toward the base, and smaller ones near the top of the wall. The
color of the stones, and the presence of laminar calcrete on many, matches the adjacent
sandstone outcrop. The wall is built to close off a corner formed between the northtrending and east-trending sections of the outcrop which shelters the site. The area of the
enclosure formed by the wall is approximately 100 square meters. The wall varies in
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height to remain level over uneven ground; it measures 30cm tall at its southern end, and
1.25m at the center, where an intermittent stream channel has eroded the surface to
bedrock. A hole near the base of the wall allows this channel to pass through without
toppling the masonry. The interior of the enclosure has filled with sediment; the ground
surface inside the interior at the spillway is 73cm below the top of the wall. Some
additional slabs have been piled on the outcrop around the enclosure to augment its
height, which ranges from 1.5 to 2m above the interior surface. The interior of the
enclosure has a northeastern aspect, oriented at 55° east of north. A large slab located at a
gap in the wall near its southern end may serve as a gate.
Comparison of Feature 9 to Navajo construction practices
The use of local sandstone in Feature 9 is consistent with the expedient selection
of materials characteristic of Navajo construction of livestock enclosures; masonry
enclosures are built by Navajos in areas where stone is more abundant than wood (Dean
and Russell 1978; Jett and Spencer 1981: 159). Livestock enclosures and pens in
proximity to hogans are characteristic of modern, rather than historic, residential sites
(Brugge 1983: 187); they are documented for horses, lambs and sheep. The size of
Feature 9 makes it too large for a lamb pen. Lamb pens are built to shelter newborn
animals in close proximity to one another, and are associated with twentieth century
breeding controls for concentrating herd births in early spring (Downs 1964; Kelley
1986: 89). The maximum exterior height of the wall, at 1.25 meters, is within the low end
of the 1.2 to 1.5m range Dean and Russell (1978) identified for sheep and goat corrals on
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Black Mesa; the majority of the wall, however, falls well below that standard. Horse
corrals needed to be even higher.
The northeastern aspect of Feature 9 suggests it was not used in winter, when
livestock enclosures were built to maximize the incidence of drying and warming
sunlight (Russell and Dean 1985: 13). Downs (1964:12) identified summer as the time of
year characterized by the grazing of sheep, falling between lambing in spring and the
marketing of animals in the fall. Northeastern Arizona is characterized by summer
monsoon precipitation; the presence of a drainage running through Feature 9, and the
accommodation of the water with a spillway in the wall, suggests the wall is more
ornamental than utilitarian.
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CHAPTER FIVE: AUTHENTICITY IN PORTRAYALS OF NAVAJO CULTURE
AT SALMON RUINS HERITAGE PARK AND ROCK ART RANCH
In the previous chapter, structures at Salmon Ruins Heritage Park and Rock Art
Ranch were compared with authentically Navajo construction practices documented for
each feature type. In this chapter, the aggregate of the temporal, spatial and cultural data
from each site is examined in order to assess the degree of veracity in the sites’ portrayals
of Navajo culture. The degree to which the structures at each conform to, and deviate
from, authentically Navajo practices provides insight on the management and
interpretation of Navajo culture.
The Navajo site at Salmon Ruins Heritage Park (Figure 5.1) contains two
dwellings, a conical forked-pole hogan and a palisaded hogan. The former is in the
northern part, the latter in the center, of the approximately 40m long by 13m wide area
across which features are spread. The palisaded hogan is surrounded by six features: a
wagon, a wood pile, a small agricultural enclosure, an oven, an external hearth, a hitching
post, a ramada, and a sweat lodge. With the exception of the enclosure, these feature
types are well-documented at Navajo residential sites.
The Rock Art Ranch site contains a single masonry hogan, in the southern part of
the approximately 90m by 45m site area. Four features are located near the hogan: a
possible ash dump, a standing wood pile, an external hearth, and a ramada. A masonry
enclosure is located west of the hogan against a sandstone outcrop. Another cluster of
features is present at the north end of the site: a sweat lodge, two wood piles, an external
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Figure 5.1. The Navajo site at Salmon Ruins Heritage Park: photograph taken looking
east from museum.
hearth, and a masonry room. A wagon and another wood pile stand near the site center.
The masonry room was constructed for use by Hispanic or Anglo shepherds in the A.D.
1930s (Keller 1977).
Temporal, spatial and cultural data from features at Salmon Ruins Heritage Park
In order to assess the degree of accuracy in the portrayal of Navajo culture at
Salmon Ruins Heritage Park, it is necessary to characterize the site’s presentation of it.
The spatial relationships between the features, the temporal markers present across the
feature assemblages, and features’ links to social and economic aspects of Navajo history
and culture were outlined in Chapter Four. Here, the aggregate of that information is used
to characterize the Navajo structures at Salmon Ruins Heritage Park in terms of Navajo
history, and determine the authenticity of the overall portrayal.
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The presence of features with known temporal ranges at Salmon Ruins allows for
assessing the period in Navajo history best represented there. Features of the two hogans
are rich in temporal associations. Absent any of its manufactured components, the male
hogan appears consistent with archaeological examples of structures dating from the
Dinétah and Gobernador phases, between A.D. 1500 and the 1750s, into the twentieth
century. If the use of a metal saw is factored in the analysis, the structure can be confined
to the period between A.D. 1900 and A.D. 1917. During this interval, metal tools like
saws became widespread among Navajos living near Fort Defiance (Warburton 1986:
185), and male hogans were still being constructed on the nearby McKinley Mine Lease
lands (Kelley 1986: 81).
The octagonal form of the palisaded hogan suggests it was constructed at, or
after, the end of the nineteenth century (Bailey and Bailey 1986: 68). The earliest eightsided hogan reported by Warburton (1986: 187) from the Defiance Plateau, however,
dates from the A.D. 1940s. The use of a metal saw in the structure does not help constrain
its age, since these tools were common in the area as early as A.D. 1900 (Warburton
1986: 185). The scant documentation for windows suggest they, too, began to appear in
some hogans at the beginning of the twentieth century (Jett and Spencer 1981: 19). These
features, and the lack of any visible modern materials inside the hogan, suggest
construction took place after A.D. 1900 and before the A.D. 1950s, when Warburton
(1986: 190) reported the first hogans incorporating manufactured materials on the
Defiance Plateau. If the role which tar paper plays in the inauthentic cement coating of
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the hogan is ignored, then the apparent age of the hogan shifts to the period after A.D.
1950.
The features surrounding the female hogan represent a range of subsistence
activities, some of which have temporal associations. Wood piles like Feature 3 are
associated with Navajo residences on the McKinley Mine Lease lands occupied between
Bosque Redondo and the A.D. 1940s; they are linked to residences with wood-burning
stoves, or residences with open hearths that were occupied for long periods of time
(Kelley 1986: 142). The looms placed along the hogan walls suggest that the weaving of
rugs took place in the structure. The production of woven goods for sale supplemented
the incomes of many Navajo families in the years after A.D. 1900 (Kelley 1986: 35).
Ovens like Feature 7 are historic structures which allow for the preparation of bread with
little labor investment. These features suggest occupation in the period between Bosque
Redondo and the industrialization of the Reservation economy in the A.D. 1950s; Navajo
subsistence during this era was characterized by intensified household production
activities (Kelley 1986: 87).
The manufactured materials in the ramada may be consistent with repair or
remodeling towards the end of this period, according to the appearance of such materials
in nearby hogans dated to the A.D. 1950s (Warburton 1986: 190). The wagon and the
hitching post may be identified with the era before automobiles became widespread
among local Navajos, which took place in the A.D. 1960s in this eastern part of the
Reservation (Bailey and Bailey 1986: 268). Wagons first became widely accessible after
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the release of the tribe from Fort Sumner; they were reported to be common among the
Navajo residents of Farmington, NM by A.D. 1907 (Bailey and Bailey 1986: 166-168).
The wagon suggests that the site was inhabited between A.D. 1917 and the A.D. 1960s.
Like the hogans, the sweat lodge is coated in cement; although the door sill is
atypical for Navajo structures, all ritual requirements were met in its construction. The
use of modern materials in historic sweat lodges which take a number of forms, but
conform to ritual construction requirements, is well documented (Brugge 1956; Drover
1985; Kluckhohn et al. 1971). The sweat lodge is generally consistent with a wide range
of historic examples.
The aggregate of the temporal evidence suggests that the Navajo site at Salmon
Ruins Heritage Park could have been inhabited over a period from A.D. 1900 to the A.D.
1960s. The initial construction of Feature 1, the male hogan, appears to date from
between A.D. 1900 and A.D. 1917. Feature 5, the palisaded hogan, may have been built
at the same time or slightly later; if one factors in the tar paper used to cover its exterior
walls, it may have been built as late as the A.D. 1950s. Most of the features surrounding
the female hogan, however, conform better to the former period; only the wire and mesh
in the ramada indicate later dates for remodeling or repair. The features at Salmon Ruins
Heritage Park could be consistent with a site spanning approximately the first half of the
twentieth century, between A.D. 1900 and the A.D. 1960s. This era was bracketed by the
tribe’s incarceration at Fort Sumner, and the beginning of the industrialization of the
Reservation economy.
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The spatial arrangement of the features at Salmon Ruins Heritage Park is not
wholly accurate. With the exception of the wood pile, Feature 3, the distributions of the
features around the palisaded hogan conform to general patterns of use at historic Navajo
sites. Such patterns are largely functional; the location of Feature 3, behind the hogan, is
somewhat impractical for daily use. The lack of privacy the sweat lodge affords,
however, is highly uncharacteristic of how these structures were typically used across all
eras of Navajo history. The otherwise faithful rendition of this structure suggests its
anomalous location results from its purpose as an exhibit. It may have been deemed
impractical, or impossible, to place the structure up to 200 m from the other features. The
presence of the agricultural enclosure behind the hogan is also highly anomalous; such
features were generally located away from summer residences, which were not chosen
for their agricultural potential, but to maximize access to resources for watering and
grazing sheep. Agricultural areas were visited for short periods of time to plant and
harvest crops.
The function of the site as exhibit space appears to be the reason for most of the
inaccuracies in the portrayal of Navajo culture at Salmon Ruins Heritage Park. The effect
of function on form is exhibited by the different ways in which modern materials and
tools were incorporated in the male hogan at Salmon Ruins, and in one Navajo-built male
hogan (Warburton 1986: 189) tree-ring dated to the A.D. 1950s. The authentic structure
was fitted with a plank door, hung with metal hinges, and possessed plank walls; a metal
saw was used to trim the wall planks and the poles for the framework, which were forked,
interlocked, and traditionally oriented. This example demonstrates the unlikelihood that
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Navajos with access to modern materials like concrete would conform to labor intensive
aspects of hogan construction which were not ritually required. In the female hogan,
aspects of construction that were determined by the exhibit function include the lack of a
door, or a window; these are superfluous for an exhibit whose exterior is coated to be
impervious to moisture.
Temporal, spatial and cultural data from features at Rock Art Ranch
Chapter Four compared the features at Rock Art Ranch to documented Navajo
construction practices. In this section, the aggregate of the data obtained from features’
spatial relationships, known temporal distributions, and links to different aspects of
Navajo history and culture are used to characterize the site in terms of what era in Navajo
history it represents, and with what degree of veracity.
The hogan, sweat lodge, ash dump, wagon and ramada provided information
useful for evaluating the apparent age of the site at Rock Art Ranch. The hogan is an
eight-sided masonry structure, with a milled lumber doorframe; marks on the frame
indicate a door hung on metal hinges was once present. Although masonry hogans existed
prior to Bosque Redondo (Keur 1941), octagonal hogans are believed to have appeared
only after the release of the tribe (Bailey and Bailey 1986: 68), and perhaps as late as the
A.D. 1940s (Warburton 1986: 187). This particular hogan was constructed in the manner
of an abutting-log structure, with vertical pieces of rebar in at least one of its corners. The
antiquity of abutting-log hogan construction is not known, but rebar is a manufactured
material like those which began to appear on remote Black Mesa, north of Rock Art
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Ranch, in the A.D. 1940s (Warburton 1986: 209). The first doorways to incorporate
milled lumber on Black Mesa appeared in the A.D. 1930s (Warburton 1986: 208). All the
wood present in the hogan’s cribbed roof was trimmed with a metal ax. Axes remained
the only manufactured tools used in Black Mesa hogan construction until after A.D. 1930
(Warburton 1986: 220). The collective evidence from the Rock Art Ranch hogan
suggests it is most representative of structures built in the period between A.D. 1930 and
A.D. 1950.
The spatial relationships and characteristics of the structures grouped around the
hogan yield information for use in evaluating authenticity and additional temporal
indicators. The distance of Feature 13, the possible ash dump, from the hogan door is
within the range identified on the McKinley Mine Lease lands for dwellings heated using
hearths; the size of the masonry hogan, at about 17 square meters, conforms to the upper
limit identified for those hearth-heated structures (Kelley 1986:85). Most of these
structures were built between A.D. 1881 and A.D. 1930 (Kelley 1986: 87). The locations
of Features 7 and 10, the standing wood pile and external hearth, deviate from the
patterns established for Navajo sites; their position due east of the hogan door does not
conform to the typical placement of wood piles northeast of hogan doors (Haile 1942:51),
and hearths south or southeast of them (Brugge 1983: 187). The ramada incorporates
nails, barbed wire, and wire mesh, and so could have been constructed only after about
A.D. 1940. The documented tendency for ramadas to be refurbished and remodeled on
residence sites, however, provide flexibility in attributing age to this feature (Dean and
Russell 1978; Warburton 1986: 190). Livestock enclosures such as Feature 9, west of the
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hogan, are linked to historic Navajo residential sites, where they were used to hold sheep,
goats and lambs (Brugge 1983: 187).
Wagons like the one located at the center of the site persisted longer in use at
Black Mesa than in the east, remaining important from approximately A.D. 1917 into the
A.D. 1970s (Bailey and Bailey 1986: 268; Downs 1964:23). The location of the standing
wood pile, Feature 4, next to the wagon is anomalous; these structures are usually located
close to hogan doors for ease of access to wood.
The sweat lodge, two wood piles, an external hearth and a masonry room are
located at the north end of the site. It is typical for sweat lodges to be located where the
privacy of their users can be ensured, and in proximity to the resources necessary for their
use (Downs 1964:84; Mindeleff 1898: 502; Kluckhohn et al. 1971: 317, 325). The nearby
Chimney Canyon would be a more authentic location for Feature 3; clean and dry sand,
privacy, and seasonal water are all available in the wash a short distance from the site.
The baling wire used to lash the unforked framework of the structure together indicates
its construction took place after the A.D. 1940s (Drover 1985: 50; Olson and Wasley
1956; Warburton 1986: 209).
The relative locations of the sweat lodge, stacked wood pile and external hearth
(Features 3, 6 and 11) are typical of descriptions of the relative locations for sweat lodges
and the hearths used to heat rocks for use within them (Brugge 1956: 102; Downs
1972:99; Drover 1985:50; Kluckhohn et al. 1971: 324; Mindeleff 1898:500). Feature 1, a
standing wood pile, is not positioned according to the normal distribution of features
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around sweat lodges; nor does its location accord with the normal distribution of wood
piles in general. Feature 1 is far northwest of the hogan door, and the materials stockpiled
for use in sweat lodges are usually placed to one or both sides of sweat house doors
(Brugge 1956: 1.2; Hurt 1942: 91; James 1976; Kluckhohn et al. 1971: 328).
Collectively, the temporal data yielded by the features at the Rock Art Ranch Navajo site
suggests it is most like those constructed between A.D. 1930 and the A.D. 1950s.
Activities linked to some features and items identify the subsistence practices
portrayed at the Rock Art Ranch site. Manos and metates placed in the hogan and in the
masonry room suggest the processing and preparation of plant foods such as maize,
which is underscored by the presence of dried ears of corn hanging from the hogan
rafters. The ramada, with its augmented walls facing in the direction of the prevailing
winds, suggests these and other activities were conducted outside in warm weather. The
presence of Feature 9, a livestock enclosure, indicates animal husbandry; the northeastern
aspect of this enclosure is a second indication for warm weather use of the site. The sheep
shears, bridle, plow collar and saddle inside the hogan suggest animals kept by the site’s
inhabitants included sheep and horses. A badger skin hung on one wall shows some
animals were hunted for their skins.
The construction of hogans and sweat lodges is linked to Navajo beliefs, and
provides a means to examine how the site portrays ritual aspects of Navajo culture. The
orientation of the due east-facing doorway, off-center hearth, and smoke hole accord with
well-known Navajo construction practices which highlight the importance of the sunrise
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direction to traditional Navajo. The shelves which are incorporated in the hogan walls,
and the objects placed along them, provide further means to assess the accuracy of the
portrayal’s cultural aspects; their arrangement can be evaluated for the degree to which
the use of space within the structure is traditional. The items in the hogan were generally
distributed in accord with the southern male, and northern female division of space found
in traditional hogans. The largest items were placed in the western portion of the hogan,
where bulkier belongings are customarily stored (Brugge 1983: 188; Haile 1942: 44). The
small shelf in the western wall may represent the mask recess present in hogans
constructed for ceremonies (Mindeleff 1898: 513).
The construction of the sweat lodge is not as consistent in regard to tradition as
that of the hogan. Its supporting framework consists of seven poles oriented in no
particular manner, although its doorway is oriented east. Although builders of other
conical forked-pole sweat lodges that incorporated manufactured materials generally
maintained the traditional five-pole framework (Drover 1985), it is difficult to assess how
inaccurate the structure may be given the range of variation documented in sweat lodge
forms.
Inaccuracies in the portrayal of Navajo culture at the Rock Art Ranch site appear
to result primarily from the site’s function as an exhibit. The placement of the sweat
lodge within view of all the other structures, and away from Chimney Canyon wash, is
one example of this. Two other noticeable anachronisms are the “sherd museums” in the
northern half of the site (Figure 5.2). Fragments of Ancestral Puebloan ceramic vessels
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are mounded in small areas beneath hand-lettered signs advising against their removal.
The standing wood piles located in the north and central site area, Features 1 and 4, are
also out of place. Viewed on the site map, the distributions of the “sherd museums”,
wood piles, and the wagon suggest the filling of space in an aesthetically pleasing
manner.
The actual use of Feature 9, a livestock enclosure, is complicated by the existence
of an intermittent drainage running through it. This channel would be most active during
summer monsoon rains. Its northeastern aspect, sheltering it from sunlight and from the
prevailing winds, is most suggestive of warm weather use. In addition, Feature 9 is too
large for a lamb pen, but too low-walled for sheep, goats, horses or cattle (Dean and
Russell 1978).
Even in the hypothetical absence of evidence for the separate construction of the
masonry room, Feature 2, its incorporation into the site is inconsistent with authentically
Navajo practices. The Blessingway prohibits dwelling in masonry rooms (Brugge 1963:
22). The most plausible explanations remaining for the presence of Feature 2 on a Navajo
site is that it was constructed for storage, or to provide additional work space. While the
Navajo built masonry storage features, these are tightly sealed, even when quite large
(Jett and Spencer 1981: 189-190; Figure 10.18). Feature 2 possesses no roof; the door and
window are likewise uncovered. The lack of shelter makes the structure unsuitable for
storage or work space.
Conclusion: portrayals of Navajo culture at Salmon Ruins and Rock Art Ranch
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The features whose forms best coincided with documented Navajo construction
practices, the hogans and sweat lodges, are both well-known feature types. Depictions of
less iconic structures, like livestock enclosures and agricultural fields, contained greater
degrees of inaccuracy. One explanation for this is that more information is accessible
about the former feature types. Hogans and sweat lodges have received more attention
from ethnographers, historians and archaeologists; this is probably due to the links
between these structures and traditional Navajo beliefs and ritual practices. A review of
the sources consulted for the information presented in Chapter Three reveals that less has
been published about Navajo structures other than hogans and sweat lodges.
Some of this inequality must be attributed to the relative visibility of different
features in the archaeological record. Some sweat lodges and hogans constructed during
the Gobernador phase, between A.D. 1696 and the A.D. 1750s, are still standing today.
Ephemeral structures, like horse corrals pointed out to Dean and Russell (2002) by
informants at a Black Mesa Mountaintop Way site, often disappear within decades of
construction. The visibility problem has compounded the bias for the preferential
recording of Navajo structures with ritual or cultural significance over structures which
are purely functional.
A third factor, internal to Navajo culture, may also help to explain differences in
the relative accuracy of portrayals of different feature types. Warburton (1986)
documented the tendency for structural elements of hogans with cultural significance to
be conserved, while those which were functional in nature were permitted to change.
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Features with no inherent cultural importance that are no longer economically useful will
cease to be used and may soon be forgotten. Ephemeral shade structures, for example,
were much more relevant to the lives of semi-sedentary protohistoric Navajos. Today, the
most commonly constructed shade is the ramada, the most substantial of these features,
suitable for long-term use by Navajo engaged in increasingly intensive land use and
production activities during the twentieth century.
Many inaccuracies in portrayals of Navajo features at Salmon Ruins and Rock Art
Ranch appear to result from their function as displays. The presence of materials
inconsistent with feature age or typical construction, and the inauthentic placement of
features relative to one another are common inaccuracies observed at each site. The
concrete coating necessary to render the hogans and sweat lodge at Salmon Ruins
impervious to water is one example, as is the ornamental nature of the livestock enclosure
at Rock Art Ranch. The need to present cohesive, bounded, and pleasing displays to
visitors at each site is evident in the atypical placement of the sweat lodges at both, as are
the aesthetically pleasing locations of the standing wood piles, “sherd museums,” and
wagon at Rock Art Ranch.
This is more obvious at Salmon Ruins, where some authenticity was sacrificed to
protect the hogans and sweat lodge with a durable concrete coating and less attention was
paid to structure details such as hogan doors and windows. Signs naming each feature
convey the impression of viewing a display; gravel paths leading visitors past the features
heighten the sense of passing through an exhibit. The location of Heritage Park next to a
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Figure 5.2.Rock Art Ranch, photograph taken looking southeast from “sherd
museum;” Feature 5 is in the right background.
major highway makes vandalism of the structures a constant possibility. The site at Rock
Art Ranch is maintained with much more attention to verisimilitude, but must be more
frequently refurbished; structures at the site were repaired and rearranged at least once
during the course of this study, between visits made in March and December of 2012.
Restricted access to the Rock Art Ranch site promotes its preservation. The effort
invested in maintaining the site is evident in the fence erected around the area to exclude
livestock, and the careful arrangement of artifacts and items in and around the structures.
Finally, the comparison made between the features at these sites and authentically
Navajo practices has highlighted some issues in the management and interpretation of
Navajo heritage. Despite some differences, both sites focus on the early twentieth
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century, between A.D. 1900 and the A.D. 1950s. During this era, the Navajo worked to
reestablish the self-sufficiency they enjoyed prior to the period of war, incarceration and
hiding that ended in A.D. 1868. The post-Bosque Redondo era was characterized by the
reduction of available land for traditional subsistence, and the increasing influence of the
United States government on Navajo life. The settlement patterns and subsistence
practices of post-Bosque Redondo Navajo differed significantly from those which had
formerly characterized Navajo life.
The casual visitor of the structures assembled at Salmon Ruins and Rock Art
Ranch does not learn that the sedentary lifestyle she is viewing resulted from historic
processes of conflict, acculturation and change. The depiction of these sites in isolation
encourages the impression that the lifeway they depict was static, independent of the
Navajo past or future. By adopting a broader perspective and emphasizing the cultural
connections which link contemporary, historic, and proto-historic Navajos, exhibits like
these could highlight the true variability which characterizes Navajo culture across more
than four centuries in the Southwest.
Recommendations to enhance the authenticity and educational value of the Navajo sites
at Salmon Ruins Heritage Park and Rock Art Ranch
The analysis performed in Chapter Four highlighted inaccuracies in the
construction and arrangement of the Navajo features at Salmon Ruins Heritage Park and
Rock Art Ranch. The results of that analysis allow for the formulation of management
recommendations for improving the overall veracity in these portrayals of Navajo culture.
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The need for historical context to frame the features at each site in terms of Navajo
history provides additional guidance for how the portrayal of Navajo culture at each site
may be enhanced. Changes and additions to features are recommended according to the
information compiled in Chapter Three in order to provide visitors with a greater
appreciation for Navajo culture and history in the Southwest.
Salmon Ruins Heritage Park
The placement of the features at Salmon Ruins Heritage Park is constrained by
the design of the exhibit space along gravel-lined paths that conduct visitors from
structure to structure. The durable construction of the hogans and sweat lodge, augmented
by coatings of man-made materials, is necessary to protect these structures from the
elements, heavy visitation, and potential vandalism. Recommendations for changes to
enhance the portrayal of Navajo culture at Salmon Ruins Heritage Park focus primarily
on the provision of additional historical context for the assembled structures. Information
that would enhance visitor appreciation of Navajo culture, as depicted through the
structures at Salmon Ruins Heritage Park, include:


Augmenting the language of the wooden signs labeling some of the features
to include temporal information and information about feature types (i.e.
historical palisaded hogan, post-A.D. 1900).



Editing and organizing the information provided in the Salmon Ruins
Museum and Research Library Trail Guide to emphasize the limited duration
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of the historic Navajo lifestyle conveyed by the assembled structures, and
changes in the use of these structures over time.


Linking contemporary demonstrations of corn grinding in the ramada to
traditional subsistence activities carried out by the Navajo in these structures.



Emphasizing the temporal distinction between the southern portion of the
site, where most of the features are located, and the northern part containing
the conical forked-pole hogan. Highlighting temporal changes in Navajo
settlement patterns and subsistence practices, as well as the cultural links
which have provided continuity across the Navajo sites of different time
periods, provides visitors with the opportunity to appreciate how variable
Navajo architectural expressions and lifestyles have been in the Southwest.



Moving the wood pile northeast of the hogan door.



Converting the agricultural enclosure behind the hogan to a traditionally
constructed sheep and goat corral.
Rock Art Ranch

Rock Art Ranch’s location on private land, the organic arrangement of the
features comprising the Navajo site, and the ongoing investment demonstrated by the
upkeep and rehabilitation of the structures suggests a different approach for enhancing
the authenticity and educational value of this heritage site. Management
recommendations for the site at Rock Art Ranch are drawn from Chapters Three and Four
of this thesis, and include:
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Moving the sweat lodge from the main portion of the site, placing it closer to
Chimney Canyon Wash and secluding it from the other structures.



Furnishing the sweat lodge with piles of burned and unburned sandstone pieces
arranged in separate piles adjacent or near the doorway of the structure as
described in Chapter Three. The arrangement of the hearth in relation to the sweat
lodge should be maintained.



Moving the wood pile and hearth currently located east of the hogan doorway so
that these lie northeast, rather than east, of the entry.



Moving the two standing wood piles located west of the sweat lodge and adjacent
to the wagon within the area northeast of the hogan door.



Placing additional objects linked to the activities traditionally conducted at hogans
and ramadas within and around these features according to the information
compiled in Chapter Three. Examples of objects appropriate for placement in the
ramada include those linked to the keeping of livestock, farming, and food
processing.



The information compiled in this thesis can serve as the basis for creating
interpretive materials, such as brochures, to provide visitors to the site with
additional information that enhances their appreciation of the structures, the site’s
place in Navajo history, and the common traits that unite Navajo built features
across different time periods and highlight the continuity in Navajo culture. The
tours frequently conducted on the site could also incorporate this information.
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